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Post office
already busy
with holiday
mailings

F

Coordinator: Display
speaks volurnes
without saying a word
ay talia
—
at LOINAH
Staff Writer
quilt can be used to display a variety of things, but Tuesday night it
was used to show how much AIDS
impacts America.
Blocks of the AIDS Memorial Quilt are
on display in the Curris Center large ballroom at Murray State University, featunng
the names and images of those affected by
the disease. Each block measures 12 feet
wide by 12 feet tad and is made up of eight
panels. On display' are 50 blocks, which
completely cover the wall space of the
room and most of the floor space.
"It speaks volumes without saying a
word," said Shari Wilkins, quilt display
coordinator.
An opening ceremony wa.s held Tuesday
night where portions of the guilt were
unfolded as over 600 names of people represented on the panels wete read aloud.
MSU president Randy Dunn gave opening
remarks and the display was opened to the
public for viewing.
This is the third time the quilt has come
to Murray State, and now features a panel

A

To commemorate Tuesday's
World AIDS Day, blocks of
the AIDS Memorial Quilt,
above, were brought to
Murray State University for
display. Last night an opening ceremony was held and
the quilt will be on display
until Thursday night. Earlier
Tuesday evening, a Sen.rice
in Commemoration of world
AIDS Day was held at First
Presbyterian Church, lett,
and featured music by baritone Patrick Evans, pictured,
and pianist ()KATO Nesic

See Page 2A
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Obama: U.S. to send 30,000
more troops to Afghanistan

40s
" 30s

75

AIDS
Quilt
draws
crowd

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
rom late Novembet to
Chnstmas, the U.S. Postal
Service will deliver about
16.6 billion holiday cards, letters and packages to customers
in die U.S. and abroad and new
Murray
Postinaster
Mike
Gilkey is encouraging MurrayCalloway County customers to
take advantage of USPS services to get their mail delivered on
time.
USPS is now hard at work
shipping mail and packages
across America and around the
world; a task that requires more
than 190,000 vehicles, including 142,000 half-ton trucks,
according to a news release
from Gilkey.
"The holiday season isn't just
the busiest time of the year for
the Postal Service — ars our
best time of year," Postmaster
General John E. Potter said in
the release. "The Postal Service
ls gearing up for our annual
mail delivery to the North Pole
to help Santa and his elves •get
ready for the big day."
USPS expects to deliver more
than 3 billion cards and letters
over the holidays. This year, a
postmark of 'Kermit the Frog'
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Bally Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Rain. Highs in
the upper 40s. Temperature
falling into the lower 40s in the
afternoon North winds 10 to 20
mph. Chance ot precipitation 80
percent.
Wednesday
night...Rain
• and snow likely. Lows in the mid
30s. Chance of precipitation 70
percent.
Thursday. .Mostly cloudy.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Thursday
night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Friday...Mostly clear. Highs
in the mid 40s.
Friday night...Mostly clear
Lows in the upper 20s

Muitiple Christmas,

programs provided:
in the community

Congress scrutinizes president's plan
By ANNE FLAHERTY
and ANNE GEARAhi
Associated Press Wnters
ASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President Joe Biden said
Wednesday the Obama
administration's new surge-and-exit
troop strategy in Afghanistan is aimed
more at wringing reforms from
President Hamid Karzai than mollifying a war-weary Arnerican public.
Appearing on network news shows a
day after President Barack Obama
announced his plan to send in 30.000
more U.S. forces, Biden said the principal aim of the new policy is to protect the United States from further terrorist attack while also keeping the

W

believes it's a mistake to signal in
advance when a troop withdrawal
Taliban from over- might begin. Obama said in his primetime West Point speech Tuesday that it
running the country.
Democrats com- could conunence as early. as July 2011.
plained
The Arizona Republican said: "We
about
Obama•s escalation don't want to sound an uncertain trumof the 8-year-old war, pet to our friends in the region."
however.
On Capitol Hill, Congress is ready to
And
Republicans
are use two days of high-profile hearings
unhappy with his on the war, beginning later
promise to withdraw Wednesday, to express its misgivings.
Obama
troops in 18 months. Obama's escalation strategy won
But Congress appears quick backing from NATO allies.
ne‘ertheless willing to approve the Afghan leaders
praised the speech, but
buildup's $30 billion price tag.
had questions about the I8-month
Sen. John McCain, who lost to
timetable for withdrawal.
Obama in last year's presidential elecAnd a Taliban spokesman said
tion, reiterated Wednesday that while
he supports the president's build up, he
See Page 8A

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
and KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writers
Now that December is upon us
Christmas programs are being offered by
local churches everywhere one turns.
First Baptist Church will present its
annual Christmas cantata at 6 p.m. Sunday.
Interim choir director Amy. Brown said the
program
will
be "A
Christmas
Celebration" and will feature the sanctuary
and children's choirs singing together
about the message of Jesus' birth until his
death on the cross. Scriptures will be read
by a narrator between songs.
Brown said the bell choir will also be
playing near the main entrance in the
church's welcome center as people arrive

•See Page 8A
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By HYSEit LOUGH
Siaii Writer
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line has begun registration for the
annual Christmas Food Basket
Program.
Tonia Casey, Need Line director,
said the first day of registration
showed a steady stream of people
coming in to register. While in the

By I.A.NUE HELTON
n Sunday. Dec. 13. the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will host its 28th
Annual Holiday Tour of Homes from I
p.m. to 4 p.m. ''A Holiday Wrapped in
Hope" is a fitting theme for this year's
fundraising effort as the recipients Hospice Residential Facility and Kids
Against Hunger of Murray - are all
about hope. The Kappa ladies hope that
everyone wIll embrace these two very

0

•See Page 8A
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SPECIALS

Dec. 3rd - Dec.5th
•Ground Chuck
.iChuck Roast

"2.99 ir,

$3.29

At", 1

.

Has partnered witKAAA to offer you auto and home
insurance intlUdiag discountslor members.
41rit‘
!
1

email Spedois •

'University Plaza t 1203C Chestnut street • Murray
761•MEAT(num

worthy organizations
by touring three wonderful holiday homes.
These family-friendly homes are perfect
backdrops for holiday cheer and getting
in the spirit of the
season.
Tickets can be purchased in advance
for $7 at Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors or from any Kappa member.

''

Go to our Web Site

-

Independent
insurance Agent
Sherd* Phillips

7834842

iv vev
illAW

Aristiii Suitor Cream
Insurenos underwritten try Auto Club Property-C•suetty ineurence Co

are

rickets can also be purchased at any of
the homes the day of the tour for $8.
Each year the Kappas depend on very
generous homeowners who graciously
open their homes for this important
fundraising evert. Continuing the theme
of hope, the Kappa.s will make a donation to a charity identified by each of the
homeowners to thank them for serving
as hosts to this Murray tradition.

111 See Page 2A

ANGELS Arlie
BARGAIN CAZAAR
Saturday, Datomber Sin
11:00
- 5:00 p.in•
Proceeds Benet the Angels Community Clinic
972 (bestow! Street • Murray
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Murray man faces
local assault charges
Staff Report
A Murray Mal WAS charged
with assault by the Murray
Police Department on Monday
in connection with an Incident
that allegedly occurred in
August.
polk,
to
According
Detective Sgt. ThOMAS Bailey
arrested Chnstopher Vaden. 23,
of Murray. and charged him
with assault in the second
degree. The charges stem from
an alleged Aug. 7 assault at the
Pockets gas station. The victim.
Jeremy Rogers, 18, of Murray.
received injunes that required
medical attention. it svas reported.
Through his investigation,
Bailey obtained and served the
arrest warrant tor Vaden, who
. was transported and lodged at
the Calloway County Jail.

From Front

The Carter residence

Chamber of Commerce
not producing T-shirt
stt•ff R••oo.rt.
Murray-Calloway.
County
Chamber of Commerce Executive
Director Lance Allison said
Tuesday that local businesses
should be aware that the chamber
is not sponsoring a community Tshin. He said some chamber members told him they' received calls
from a company trying to sell ads
for a conununity T-shirt, and he
wanted to make sure everyone
knew that it was not a chamberbacked program

The Foster residence

Term Crier
NOTICE
• There will be an informational meeting for residents
at City Hall at 6 p.m.
Thursday concerning the
new Federal Emergency
Management Agency flood
plain maps.

The Reed residence

Jason and Tina Carter
Even though 181 Stoney
Creek Lane is not in the country,
the wooded location and pasture
at the entrance to this subdivision give a feeling of country
living. Tina and Jason Carter
and their children, Wade iuid
Anna Beth. live in a home customized from two different
plans to fit their family. 'The
expansive front porch, complete
with wicker swing,'is a great
place to sit and relax. A twostory foyer features a shuttered
inside window in the second
floor bathroom that allows a
lovely view to the outside. This
eleven-year-old home is furnished with many antiques that
give it character and a sense of
history. The rich cranberry walls
and coordinating wallpaper in
the dining room full of antiques
provide the perfect setting for a
holiday meal. The comfortable
great room is a mix of the old
and the new. Along with a modern sectional sofa is a 100-yearold mantel that Jason's grandmother salvaged from her family home and was lovingly
restored by 'Tina. The sunroom
with its view to the pool and
wooded backyard is the perfect
spot to curl up with a book and
will be ready for the holidays
with two pencil trees decorated
in a woodland theme. The distressed black cabinets in the
sunny kitchen add age as well as
drama. This large room has
space for an old family piano
and a modern office in the
alcove. Over the grand four
poste:- bed in the master bedroom, Tina has cleverly disPbotos provIdeo played the outfits wom by the
children when they were
brought home from the hospital.
The master bath includes a
sunken tub that Tina says is sur-

pnsingly easy to get in arid out
of.
The upstairs is all about the
children. Murals in the alcoves
of Wade and Anna Beth's rooms
were beautifully painted by
local artist, Cindy Vaughan. A
tree stretches out its branches
over a picket fence in the garden-themed mural in Anna
Beth's room. A doll collection
displayed in the room includes a
Shirley Temple doll that
belonged to Tina. A sunrise
painted with deep reds and
oranges creates a striking contrast with the nch black silhouettes of a ftshernian and trees in
Wade's mural. Tina collaborated
with Cindy on an interesting
clock face that reflects the time
that Wade was bom. Many of
Tina's framed jigsaw puzzles
line the walls leading to the
upstairs game room, and one
also hangs above Wade's bed. A
collection of sports-themed
fills
ornaments
Hallmark
Vv'ade's Christmas tree, and a
Victorian tree is perfect in Anna
Beth's charming room.
Chnstmas trees are keepers of
fainily memories, and the
Carter's family tree is full of
lovingly collected ornaments.
This is an inviting holiday home
where memories are being
made.
Charles and beck' Reed
The home of Charle!; aiid
Becki Reed at 2260 St. Rt. 94
West says, "welcome to the
pany." This home is the perfect
setting for a large party or an
informal gatherine of fnends for
playing pool, chatting by the
stone fireplace in one of three
dens, splashing in the pool, or
climbing into the huge tree
house out back. The house was
built by Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Goheen, and was previously
owned by John and Ann Kelly
Quertemous. Becki and Ann
Kelly are best friends and have

II Post office busy
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From Front
will appear in the upper nghthand comer of holiday cards
and letters mailed throughout
the month of December.
The busiest mailing day is set
for Monday, Dec. 14. More than
830 million Lards, letters and
packages should be mailed on
that day alone, compared to 583
million on a typical day.
Wednesday, Dec. 16, will be the
busiest delivery day. Staff at the
National Operations Center will
work around the clock to help
navigate mail movement around
the world.
"We're the holiday mailing
and shipping experts," said
Potter. "We've been delivenng
the hclidays for the past 234
years, arid we're proud to deliver- excellent service to our customers, especially during this
busy time of year."
USPS also expects 97 million
customers to visit during the
holidays, about 30 million
pounds of mail to be delivered
to overseas military installations, including war zones in
Iraq and Afghanistan and 2.11
billion holiday stamps to be
pnnted.
Hosvever it is possible to skip
.1 trip to the Chestnut Street

l••••

office or offices in Hazel, New
Concord, Dexter, arid Kirksey
by taking advantage of USPS'
convenient online shipping at
usps.corm a service expected to
draw more than 41 million customers nationwide.
The Web site will allow anyone to pnnt shipping labels, pay
for postage and request free
package pickup while sipping
hot cocoa or baking holiday
cookies from the comfort of
their own home.
The Postal Service will deliver free shipping supplies,
including the popular Prionty
Mail Flat Boxes, and also pick
up packages for free when customers ship online using the
Postal Service's Web site.
www.usps.com.
For more information about
holiday mailing and shipping
schedules, visit USPS' interactive holiday' press room at
usps.com/news. For holiday
mailing reminders and shipping
tips, follow on Twitter at twitter.com/holidayshipping.
For information about mailing
and shipping deadlines, call the
Murray post office at 753-1512.

PUBLIC NOTICE
--kie;riin; Ili',

FOundation, Inc, was.

The Architectural Review Board will hold a
public hearing on Tuesday, December 8, 2009 at
4:30 p.m. in the council chambers of City Hall
located at 104 N. 5th Street to review an application by Lewis Drake to make modifications to
the exterior of the property located at 201 S. 5th
Street.
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Plans for this project are on file in the office of
Planning and Engineering and may be
reviewed between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday before the hearing
date. All interested persons are invited to
attend and participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please contact
Deana Wright at Murray Main Street 759-9474.
John Resig, Chairman
Architectural Review Board
Candace Dowdy
City Planner

always shared furniture and
accessones, which they refer to
as "the loop." One particular
painting has been shared even
by their children, but this home
is by far the biggest share
between the two friends. Even
the men have gotten into the act
with the pool tah'e that was left
by Dr. Q. for Charles to enjoy,
that is, until it goes back to him.
French
The
Country/Traditional intenor was
decorated enurely by Becky•s
talented sister, Susan Mullane
A sports photographer by' profession, Susan's skill at blending odd pieees has created an
eclectic and comfortable home.
Susan restored a battered table
from the barn for use in the
kitchen by the grandchildren
who leave messages on the
chalkboard top. The colors in
the blue kitchen were selected
from the Hadley and Louisville
pottery Becky has collecaed
since her college days. The
grandchildren claim one of the
four bedrooms as their own
because their names are painted
on the walls. Designed around
an American flag chest that
belonged to Becki's aunt, this
room is all done in red, white
and blue. Becki says this is her
favorite room in the house. The
blue and red master bedroom
has a cozy spot for reading anti
relaxing. French doors open to
the pool and patio where the
Reeds entertain family, fnends.
church youth, and also Becki's
4th gr)(1,- stodantwsithat North
a
Elementary
cookom/swiin party each year.
Charles and Becki truly deck
the halls for the holidays with as
many as fourteen Christmas
trees decorated with ornaments
she has owned for many years.
There are also a number of
themed trees such as the UK
tree, grandchildren tree, nautical
tree, and a chicken tree. A
favorite gift from Ted and
Banda Cunningham is an old
window painted with a snowman that hangs over the stone
fireplace. Charles and Becki
have a wonderful home to share
with family and fnends dunng
the holidays and throughout the
).., at
Chuck and Angle Foster
Tucked at the end of a quiet
street is the home of Chuck and
Angie Foster at 1614 The Lane.
Wide brick steps lead to a grand
entrance where large Doric
columns frame the burnished
wood double doors. The majestic
Chnstmas tree in the spacious
two-story foyer sets the stage for
the holidays to be enjoyed by the
Fosters and their children, Tanner
and Channing, Angie has done a
wonderful job decorating her
home in a palette of warm
browns, tans, mustards and red.
The lovely floral arrangements
throughout the home were created
by. Angie and Leah Evans, Leah
constructed many of the window.
treatments using Angie's design.
A beautiful ()pen kitchen leads
into what Angie refers to as
Chuck's dream room with one
wall sporting three flat screens for
viewing multiple sports events.
Another comfortable room for the
family. to gather is the great room
with doors opening to a deck that
wraps around the entire back of
the house. This room will be
ready. for Christmas moming with
a festive tree full of family omaments and dressed in red, burgundy', and gold. The master bedroom is the perfect retreat with its
suenaiqiiunegcoffee bar and comfortable
The open landing on the second
floor provides terrific views of the
main floor below. Tanner's room
makes it obvious that he is a huge
Red Sox fan. The Fenway Park
mural covering one wall was
painted with amazing detail by.
Tai Orton. The pitcher on the
mound adds a Foster family touch
to the Red Sox. Walls filled with
lime green circles topped off with
pink butterflies and flowers give
Channing's room a fun spirit. A
set of polka dot luggage beside
Channing's bed is a different twist
to the bedside table. Her pink tree
and Tanner's in Red Sox red add
holiday' cheer to these lively
rooms.
The lower level is ready,. for play.
with its UK-themed game room
as well as roo,ns for art, dolls, anci
exercise There is even room on
this level for Chuck's office and a
charming suitc for Chuck's mother, Kitty Long. The game room
has a Chnstmas tree decked out in
Wildcat Blue.
It's easy to imagine a very.
happy holiday in this warm and
inviting multi-generational home
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Obituaries
Donald L Henry Sr.
The funeral fur Donald E. Henry Sr. will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. at First United Methodist Church. Rev.
Richard Smith will officiate. Music will be by
Randall Black and Joan Bowker Pallbearers will be
Dan Nix, Curtis McClintock, Larry Krouse, Phil
Azar. Dennis Bradford. Joe Cartwnght. Mike Pierce,
John Yates and Lee Warren. Bunal will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arnmgements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church "Help" Ministry, 503 Maple St , Murray, KY 42071 or
Murray Independent Schools Foundation for Excellence. P.O. Box
1417, Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Henry Sr., 73, Murray, died Monday. Nov. 30, 2009, at 6:25
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He Was owner of Don Henry State Farrn Insurance Agency for 43
years and served as past president of State Fann Life Underwriters.
He was a graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray
State University; a member and served on various committees of
First United Methodist Church. He was a member of Murray Rotary
Club. surviving as secretary. vice president, Scholarship Chairman
and received the Paul Harris Fellow Award. He served on thc
Murray City School Board, the Kentucky State Board of Vocational
Education and Kentucky School Board Insurance Tnist. A forrner
Murray City Councilman, he served in vanous committees, was
Mayor Pro Terrn 1993-1995; served on Murray Electric Board and
hlurray-Calloway County Hospital Board. He was also a member of
the Optimist CIub and was an Army veteran.
Mr. Henry was the son of the late Eunice Henry and Beatnce
Edwards Henry.
Survivors include his wife, Shelia DeMyer Henry, to whom he
was married June 22, 1989, in Murray; one daughter, Deborah A.
Henry Danielson and husband. Robert. Hazel: one stepdaughter,
Emma Shaw, Nashville, Tenn.; two sons, Donald Edward Hertry Jr.
and wife, Patty Alvey, Dallas, Texas, and Douglas K. Henry and
wife, Dana, Murray; one stepson, Stephen Shaw and wife, Shon,
Murray; two brothers, Jerry Henry. and wife. Sandra, Murray, and
Bobby Henry and wife, Judy, Sikeston, Mo.; six grandchildren,
Drew Henry and wife, Jennifer, Louisville. Meghan Henry, Etta
Danielson, Hunter Shaw, Matthew McCorrnick, and Ann Overbey
Henry, all of Murray; several aunts, cousins, nieces and nephews.
0111111:"
.
Pek go wow
'The funeral for Marcus Greer Hargrove will be Friday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Joe
Pat Winchester will officiate. Pallbearers will be Dusty, Darrel and
Justin Hargrove. Kenneth and Robbie Hathcock, and Bobby Crump.
Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 5 to p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice House /Fund,
803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may be
made
www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Mr. Hargrove, 82. Murray,
died Tuesday, Dec. 1, 2009, at his home. He was a charter member
of Hilltop Baptist Church and had retired from the City of Murray.
Bom May 5, 1927. in Golden Pond, he was the son of the late
Wesley Almerine Hargrove and Sadie Ellen Garland Hargrove. Also
preceding him in death were one daughter, Teresa Gail Hargrove;
three sisters, Frocie Crump. Susie Wyatt and Lucille Underhill; five
brothers, James, Floyd, Loyd, Henry and Clarence Hargrove.
Survivors include his wife, Betty Hargrove, to whom he was married Oct. 19,1951; one daughter, Linda Farris and husband, Bill,
Murray; three sons. Kenny Hargrove, Murray, Ricky Hargrove and
wife, Debbie, Almo, and Steve Hargrove and wife, Carrie,
Cincinnati, Ohio; eight grandchildren, Dusty Hargrove. Kenneth
Hathcock and Justin Hargrove, all of Murray, Darrel Hargrove,
Mayfield, Robbie Hathcock and wife, Summer, Atlanta. Ga.. and
Zechariah, Hannah and Tucker Hargrove, all of Cincinnati; one
great-grandchild, Olivia liathcock.

Mrs. Louise Virginia Thompson

Michael J. Moved]
A memonal service tor Michael J. Kovich will be today
(Wednesday) at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home.
Benton. Rev. Berry Roberts will officiate
Mr. Kovach. 79. Benton. died Monday. Nov., 30,
2009, al 8 a.m. at his home. lie was a member of
Maple Spring United Methodist Church and Aurora
Masonic Lodge. He was a veteran of the United
States Army. He was the son of the late Thomas Kovacevich and
Julia Pencheck Kovacevich.
Survivors include his wife, Carole Kovich: two daughters, Sara
Kovich, Crown Point, Ind., and Paula Bachicha, Albuquerque,
N.M.; two sons, Greg Kovich, Schereville. Ind, and Warren Kovich.
Munster, Ind.: two sisters, Ann Dyar, Merrillville, Ind. and JuIlia
Runyon three grandchildren.

Mrs. Rosemary Jeffrey Thurman
A graveside service for Mrs. Rosemary Jeffrey Thurman will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev Richard Smith
will officiate. Visitation will be at hnes-Miller Funeral Home from
noon to 1:45 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy. may be made to Murray Hospice
House, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may
be made at wwwimesmilleacorn.
Mrs. Thurman, 82, Murray, died Monday. Nov. 30, 2009, at
Arbor Place. Puryear, Tenn. She wa.s a member of First United
Methodist Church. Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Galen Miller Thurman
Jr., one daughter. Anne Thurman, and one brother, Robert Glin
Jeffrey. Born Aug. 28. 1927. she was the daughter of the late Glin
and Elizabeth Broach Jeffrey.
„ Survivors include two sons. Tripp Thurman and Bob Thurman
and wife, Teresa, and one daughter, Gail Hendon and husband.
Freddy, all of Murray: one brother. Ed Frank Jeffrey, Nashville.
Tenn., six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Edward D. Irran
The funeral for Edward D. lrvan was today (Wednesday) at
11
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Bro. Brett Miles officiated. Pallbearers were
Dustin and Dalton lrvan, Cody Clark, Bobby Perry,
and Daniel and Joseph Dillon. Burial was in the Mt.
Olive Church of Christ Cemetery. Gots)
Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercom.
Mr. Irvan, 48. Dexter, died Sunday. Nov. 29,
2009, at his home. His mother. Caroline Nichols,
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Kathy Burkeen
Irvan
Irvan; one daughter, Jessica Bland find husband,
Shawn, Hardin; his father, Charles Irvan, Mayfield;
one brother. Dwayne Irvan am: wife, Michelle. and one sister,
Tammy Irvan. all of Mayfield; three grandchildren, Emily, Holly
and Knstian Bland.

William B. Harris
William B. Harris. 74, Mount Vernon, Ohio, died Monday. Nov.
30, 2009, at the Ohio Eastern Star Home in Mount Vernon.
He was born July 26, 1935, in Kirksey. Ky.. and
had been employed in law enforcement retiring as a
police officer from the Murray, Ky. Police
Department.
Survivors include one daughter, Pamela Maynard
and husband. Bob. and one son. Bill Harris, all ot Mount Vernon;
three grandchildren. TarrunY Ridgeway and huslide4 Rick, Itotann
Maynard and Billi Swihart and husband. Shawn; eight great-grandchildren.
There will be no calling hours. The family. will observe pnvate
services. Online condolences may be made at www.snyderfuneralhomes.com. Dowds-Snyder Funeral Home of Mount Vemon is in
charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Louise Virginia Thompson. 87. Benton, died Friday, Nov.
27, 2009, at Marshall County Hospital. Benton. She was a retired
Mrs. Betty June Gream
hotel entrepreneur and a member of Bethel Fellowship Church in
The funeral for Mrs. Betty June Gream was today (Wednesday)
Murray. Preceding her in death were her husband.
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Dewey Edward Thompson; her parents, Charles L.
Ben Stratton and Rev. Glynn Copeland officiating. Burial was in the
and Berne Ema Colson Lawson; two brothers,
Bazzell Cemetery in Calloway County.
Clayburn and Charles Lawson; two sisters.
Mrs. Gream, 70, Mayfield, died at 5:55 a.m. Sunday, Nov. 29.
Myrtelene and Matelean Colson. Survivors include
2009 at Mills Health and Rehab Center in Mayfield. She was a
four sons, Eddie Thompson and wife, Belinda,
retired employee of Gills Construction and Trucking Company.
Benton. Danny Thompson and wife. Millie, and
She was preceded in death by her parents. Hi!son and Ophelia
Tommy Thompson and wife, Tammy, all of
Sanders Black.
Murray. and Johnny Thompson. Dover. Tenn.; two
Survivors include her husband, James Harold Gream; two sons,
daughters, Margie Jones, Murray. and PT Hill,
Kevin Gream and Scott Gream and wife. Sheri, all of Mayfield; one
Thompson Tampa, Fla.; two brothers, Harold Lawson, Lilbum,
brother, l..firry Black of the Stella community: one sister, Martha
Mo.. and Lonnie Lawson. Colorado; three grandPatterson, Hazel; two grandchildren.
children. A memonal service will be from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday at
Lakeland Wesley Village Chapel. located at 1125 Village Rd.,
Benton. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made to
wwwimesmillerfuneralhome.com.

Subsaibe by calling 753-1916

William Perry Tudor
DELAWARE, Ohio - William Perry Tudor. formerly of
Melbourne Shores, Fla, died W'ednesday. Nov. 25, 2009, in
Delaware. He was preceded in death by his wife of 57 years, Thekla
(Teke) Tudor. Bom ApnI 12, 1924, in Marion, Ind., hc was the son
, of the late Helen and Hubert Tudor, and grew up in Bloomington.
Ind. Survivors include three children, Perry Kent (PK) and wife.
Caroline, Delaware, Jayma Anne and husband. Timothy McGann,
Indianapolis, Ind., and Jill Elizabeth Tudor and husband, Larry
Egstrom. Murray, Ky.; five grandchildren, Jennifer and husband,
Dan Hedrick. Kari and husband, Matt Stegner. Nate Tudor. Zachery
Ferguson and Ray Caldwell. Murray, three great-grandchildren.
. Elise and Kylie Hedrick and Nina Stegner: one sister, Elizabeth
(Betty) Williams.
Burial will be in Valhalla Memory Gardens, Bloomington, Ind.,
on Dec. 12, 2009. Robinson Funeral Home of Delaware is in charge
of an-angements. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Alzheimer's Association or Hospice. Online condolences may be
made at www.robinsonfuneralhomeinccom

CBO: Senate health bill
would lower premiums
WASHINGTON (AP) Congressional budget experts
say the health care bill on the
Senate floor would lower the
average price of insurance premiums if it passes. although millions would face higher costs.
According
to
the
Congressional Budget Office,
the legislation would raise premiums on non-group policies by
an average of 10 percent to 13
percent before figuring in the
federal subsidies that arc
designed to defray the cost of
coverage. Once the government
aid is included in the calculations. average premiums would
be as much as 59 percent lower

than is now the case.
The CB0 says the bill would
have a far smaller impact on the
cost of small group and large
group insurance.
The Senate pushed toward
the first votes on sweeping
health overhaul legislation
Tuesday amid rancorous debate
over whether the bill would
repair the nation's safety net or
bankrupt thc country.
Despite the partisan backand-forth the first amendment
offered was bipartisan. a measure to increase preventive care
for women co sponsored by
Sens. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md..
and Olympia Snowe, R-Maine
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News in Bnef
Christmas tree cittting at UK
GOLDEN POND, Ky.(AP)U.S. Forest Service at the
Land Between The Lakes is offering fret Christmas trees for visitors willing to cut them down. Foi est Service managers ale
dte cutting of one cedar tree per family who viskk,the:,44.en
Pond Visitor Center or ihe park's administrative office.in,GoIcren
Pond to pick up a permit. map and guidelines for ciatiag 641.
The free cutting is permitted through Dec. 24 via the Christmas
tree program and pennit. LBL Forester Dennis Wilson tells The
Paducah Sun that appropriate cedar trees are most often found
along roadsides or within old forest openings.

Officials worried about budget cuts
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP -- Kentucky Secretary of State Trey
Grayson says budget cuts in the State Board of Elections would be
a bad move. Grayson and heads of agencies across state government have sent letters to state Budget Director Mary La.ssiter
explaining potential ramifications of 6 percent cuts that the governor has called for. Grayson said cutting an additional $81,000
from a $1.3 million overall budget could prohibit the Board of
Elections from carrying out its duties heading into next year's
elections for local, state and federal offices. Lassiter warned last
month that most statc agencies could face more budget cuts to
help offset an additional expected $161 million revenue shortfall,
That's on top of $800 million already slashed from the state budget because of revenue declina amibuted to the ailing economy.

Fires eagle tours offered at Reelfoot refuge
UN:ON CITY', Tenn. !.A.P) ----- Officials at Reelfoot National
Wildlife Refuge are once again making sure everyone has an
opportunity to see its scenic beauty. Free public tours will be
offered from Thursday through the end of February. The tour will
take participants through the Grassy Island wildlife dnve, where
many deer, hawks, songbirds and other wildlife air seen. That
includes probably the main feature of the tout.
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MEMPHIS, Tenn.- Mrs. Shirley Nolen Morton died Monday.
Nov. 30, 2009. at 2:30 p.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital following
complications from diabetes and End Stage Rerral
Disease.
Born on July 15, 1942 to Raymond and Dolly
Nolen, she grew up in Memphis and attended
Treadwell all 12 years, graduating in 1960. She was
precedes! in death by her parents, Ray and Dolly
Nolen and her younger brother, Raymond Nolen Jr.
Survivors include her husband of 48 years, Rev.
Fred Morton; two children. Gregory Morton,
Memphis and Dana Watson and husband. John,
Jackson, Miss.; two grandchildren, John Morton
Morton
Watson and Catherine Evelyn Watson.
Mrs. Morton graduated from Treadwell in 1960
and attended Memphis State University for one year before marrying Fred Morton in 1961 and working to enable him to complete his
degree at Princeton University. Shirley and Rev. Morton lived in
Murray, Ky., from 1969-1982 while Rev. Morton worked as the
campus minister. When her children were nearly grown. she: pursued
a life long dream of teaching young children, working in pre-school
programs at several East Memphis churches, the most recent being
Germantown United Methodist Preschool retiring in 1999.
She was a member. of Banlett United Methodist Church and the
Progressive Sunday School Class.
Visitation will be today (Wednesday) from 5 to 8 p.m. at
Memorial Park Funeral Home. A meinorial service will be Thursday
at i p.m. at Bartlett United Methodist Church. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the building fund at the Bartlett United
Methodist Church.
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The funeral for Mrs. Norma D Miller WAN Saturday in the chapel
of Filbeck-Carui and King Funeral Home with
Brottier Russell Dunn officiating. Burial was in the
Goshen Cemetery.
Mrs. Miller, 79. of Benton, died at 5:35 a.m. on
Tuesday, Nov 24, 2009 at Western Baptisi
Hospital. She was a member of South Marshall
Baptist Church.
She was prr-ceded in death by her husband.
James H. Miller; two brothers; Robert Lotions
Puckett and Loman Puckett; one sister. Mozell
Williams: and her parents, William Curtis Puckett
Maar
and Lala Thorn Puekeu
Survivors include five daughters; Marilyn Newton. Benton.
Ramona Taylor, Kirksey, Wanda Ellison. Booneville, N.C., Olivia
Richards. Benton. and Vanecia Moore, Harchn; two sons. Ray
Miller, Hardin. and Waylon Miller, Murray: one brother, James
Puckett. Hardin; four sisters. Cora Pntchett. Inez Andrus and Jean
Culop, all of Dexter, and Mfu-y Pearson. Murray; 12 grandchildren
and several great-grandchildren.
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Carrying scars of
••
two premonitions
I remember only isolated
scenes from my childhood in
Arlington, Kentucky' and Jefferson City. Tennessee. My
father, who was already a pharmacist in Arlington. was called
to the ministry' in the late
1950s.
Before going to the seminary' in Fort Worth. Texas. he
decided that he needed some
Bible classes. Why he chose
Carson-Newman College in Jefferson City, Tennessee. I do
not know. Perhaps there was
some connection between his
pastor in Arlington and a faculty member at Carson-Newman. Perhaps. it was the draw
of the beautiful mountains of
east Tennessee.
Foi whatever reason, he sold
his drugstore in Arlington in
1959, and we packed up our
belongings to move from far
western Kentucky to far east
Tennessee. I was just four years
old, so I don't remember much
about that year in Jefferson City;
only snatches of memories
remain. I remember that my
father worked for a kindly man.
Mr Tallent, at his drugstore
in the evenings. to pay for his
Carson-Newman tuition and to
put food on our table.
I remember that Dad took
my mother, brother, and me to
visit a hermit. a real hermit,
who lived all alone in a cave
on the side of a mountain. We
'talked with the man at the
entrance to, his cave. I don't
think I am making that up.
I remember something else.
One morning, painted in water
colors on the front porch of
our rental house. The brick
house sat on a hill and there
was a long, steep set of concrete steps that led from the
front yard to the street below.
I rinsed out my watercolor brush
in a Gerber's baby food jar.
When the water in the jar
got too murky, I decided that
I needed to pour out the dirty
water and refresh it with clean
water. I walked from die porch
to the head of the steps to
pour the old water down the
hill. That's - when it happened.
I had an unmistakable premonition that I would take one
more step to pour out the water
and that I would lose my balance and fall down the steps.
I waited but a moment, and
then I took one more step, lost
my balance. and fell down the

steps, still
holding
tightly onto
the
baby
food jar.
To break
my fall. I
reached out
with
the
hand holding the jar.
The jar hit a
1111d
concrete
0
By James
step. shattered in my Duane Bolin
hand, and Ledger & Times
Columnist
cut my right
index finger.
Today, I think about that
fall when I look at the scar
that I still have on my index
finger. And I think about the
premonition that I experienced
before the fall.
There has only been one
other time in my life when I
have had a similar premonition. I was a twelve year old
boy in 1968, and one evening
in April I sat with my parents
in our living room on Leiper
Street in Dixon, Kentucky,
watching the evening news.
During one segment of the
news program, they showed a
portion of a speech delivered
by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The speech was "I've Been to
the Mountaintop." I sat transfixed. I was just learning
about the struggle for Civil
Rights and King's words mesmerized me. There he was,
speaking in the open air, no
protection from white bigots.
Horrified, I remember realizing that Dr. King could be
shot. I turned to my father
and said, "Dr. King could be
shot. There is no protection."
This was the second time
that my premonition came true.
The next evening, on April 4,
1968, Dr. King was gunned
down on the balcony of the
Lorraine Hotel in Memphis.
Now, I still shudder when
I hear and see excerpts from
his inspirational speeches, especially "I've Been to the Mountaintop," and Have a Dream."
Two premonitions. At the
top of a hill in east Tennessee
in 1959 and "on the mountaintop" with Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. in Dixon, Kentucky
in 1%8.
And I carry the scars of
both of these premonitions to
the present day.
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Art classics on display in Murray
From her work station in
the reception area of Hilliard
Lyons LLC on Murray's Main
Street, Sales Assistant Sheltie
Wright can see the Brooklyn
Bridge.
And when she goes to the
back for coffee, she breezes
past Abrahatn Lincoln,an American flamingo and Frank Lloyd
Wright's stunning architectural
masterpiece, Fallingwater.
No, she is not time traveling or delving into virtual reality. A grant to our public library
from National Endowment for
the Humanities brought reproductions of forty works of fine
art to Main Street. Each month
— with support from the Murray Art Guild — a new image
is exhibited at the library, and
now the local office of Hilliard
Lyons is displaying nine other
works from the "Picturing
Arnerica" series in their gallery'
space.
From his glass-walled cubicle at Hilliard Lyons. Heath
Scott, VP and Financial Consultant sees the art whenever
he looks up from his work.
The image that captures his
attention is the arresting
Dorothea Lange photograph
entitled "Migrant Mother,
1936."
This black-and-white image
of a thirty-two year old mother of seven is timeless and
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stark. Cradling a sleeping baby
in one arm and flanked by two
other children pressed against
her for comfort. the woman
stares into desolate space. The
photo was taken at a camp of
pea pickers, and the Depressionera circumstances were dire,
according to background from
the federal project that funded
Lange and other artists to document the lives of migrant workers.
The down-turned mouth and
furrowed brow of the mother
reflect her hopelessness. As the
photographer was to learn later,
the woman and her family had
been living in a makeshift tent
with nothing to eat but vegetables from the fields that had
been ruined by freezing rain.
With the crop destroyed, there
was no opportunity for work,
and the family had just sold
the tires from their car to buy
food.
Heath Scott likes having the
artwork on display, but confesses to some discomfort with
the Migrant Mother's unwavering stare. "It's not the most
comfortable feeling," he admits.
especially seeing the children
and realizing that this is a family in deep despair.
Scott prefers another image.
"Ladder for Booker T. Washington, 1996," by Martin
Puryear. The sinuous ladder

would not be
easy
to
climb, as it
seems
to
float above
the
floor,
anchorless.
In addition,
it is much
wider at the
bottom than
at the top,
making
ascent pre- By Constance
Alexander
carious for
any mortal. Ledger & Times
Columnist
Though the
challenge for
any climber
is obvious, Heath sees hope in
the message. "It's like trying
to dig yourself out of a hole,"
he says.
Other work from the series
at Hilliard Lyons include John
James Audubon's "American
Flamingo:" a photographic portrait of Abraham Lincoln taken
February 5, 1865; Norman
Rockwell's
"Freedom
of
Speech" painting that was part
of his "Four Freedoms" series;
and Jacob Lawrence's "Mig,ration Series, no. 57."
Which brings us back to the
Brooklyn Bridge favored by
Shellie Wnght.
There are actually two views
of the bridge in the exhibition
at Hilliard Lyons. One is an

Main Street

abstract painting by Joseph Stella that features the pattems of..
line, color and form that evoke
the concept of the bridge rather
than faithfully rendering it. The
other is Walker Evans' 1929,
photograph that captures thc
amazing geometry of the struc-,
ture through a web of steel
cables that pierces the sky. There
is no cityscape in the picture,
just the sheer genius and beauty of design and engineering.'
detached from its urban con-•
text.
"I like looking at the two
different images," Shellie
explains. "They show different
people's takes on the same
object. It's neat how you may
see it one way, and when you,
see another interpretation, it
makes you think."
Hilliard Lyons I st VP and
Financial Advisor Ron Arant
is the man behind the exhibi7
tion, and he is pleased with,
the results. "I'm tickled to have:
the art on display and like the"
way the different pieces por'
tray different eras. I enjoy the'
diversity too," he says, adding
that the two images of the
Brooklyn are among his
favorites.
Hilliard Lyons is located at
414 Main Street, Murray.
For more information on
Picturing America, log on to
http:llpicturingamerica.neh.org.

Dems unconcerned about health reform costs?
WASHINGTON, D.C. - U.S.
Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell made the following remarks (as prepared)
on the Senate floor Thursday
regarding importance of getting it right on health care
reform:
"For months. we've been
warning the American people
of the Democrats' plans to raise
premiums, raise taxes, and slash
Medicare in order to fund moreeovernment Americans know
that is not reform. And unfortunately the majority hasn't been
listening.
"While two committee,
'have

publicly reported legislation, the up? What is
to rewrite one-sixth of our.
bill we are being asked to con- hidden in
economy.
sider was assembled behind the
fine
"It cuts Medicare by $465closed doors, out of sight with- print? Are
billion, nearly half a trillion,
out input from the public for favored
dollars in cuts to a program
over the last 6 weeks.
interests or
that is so important to our sen"We are being told we must states getiors.
Hospitals,
Medicare
rush to pass this legislation, ting sweetAdvantage, nursing homes,
even though most of its pro- heart deals?
home health, hospice-all of
visions won't take effect for
"The
those will be slashed in this
another five years - until 2014. American
$465 billion cut to Medicare.
That's a little bit like being people
"It raises taxes $493 billion.
asked to pay your mortgage want
to
"So you have here massivs
four years before you're allowed take
the U.S. Sen. Mitch
cuts in Medicare and massive
to move into your house.
time to get McConnell. Rtax increases."Who gets hit with
"Americans reasonably want this right.
the tax increases? You do.
Kentucky
If
to know: How much will it "Over here
you have insurance, you get
cost') Will their premiums go we have
taxed.
the House bill and the Senate
If you don't have
bill together. Each ofthem you get taxed. If insurancd.
you need a
roughly 2,000 pages to rewrite life-saving medical
device, yon
one-sixth of our economy with get taxed. If
you need prestunning unintended conse- scription medicines,
you get
quences for ourselves, and for taxed. There's
also a new
our children and for our grand- Medicare payroll
tax
children.
"So what is the bottom line
"The majority leader's bill here? After 6
weeks of draftis 2,074 pages long. When fully ing a bill behind
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
closed doors.
implemented-and the way to the majority has
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
produced a
look
at
the
true
cost
www.house.gov/whitfield
of this bill that increases premiumi,
1-202-225-3115
bill is how much will it cost raises taxes,
and slashes
over a 10-year period-when this Medicare by half a
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
trillion dol137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510 2,074 page bill is fully imple- lars to create a new governmented
it
will
cost
$2.5
tril- ment program.
www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343
lion.
This is not what the Amef"According to CBO, feder- lean people want. I don't
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
believe
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510 al health care spending will they think this is reform. This
actually
go
up,
not
down
as a is not the direction to take."
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
result of this mammoth effort
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Members Exhibition, Art Open
House planned at Art Guild
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The Murrat, Art Guild will hale a reception for the members' exhibition, "Small
Works" which includes new work from Guild
members working in painting photography,
llbers, drawing and woods on Sunday from 2
to 4 p.m. at the guild. locoed at 500 North 4th
St., Murray. As an Art Guild, MAG finds it
essential to showcase works of art made by
the people in the Guild community.
Sunday's recepdon a drawing will be
Jo's
held for a portrait commission 12• Karen
Datebook Mize Harper. Tickets are on sale at the guild
By Jo Burkeen and will be available at the reception. Tickets
Community
are 85 each or 5 for $20 for a 18X24 inch indiEditor
vidual portrait.

PARIS. Tenn. -- It's a class!,
Christmas combo of festise
entertainment and delicious
treats as Tom and Beverly Grant
take the stage for the Holiday
Cabaret at Lee Academy for the
Arts. Saturday. Dec. 12. Social
time begins at 6:30 p.m. with
music at 7 p.m.
Event tickets are available at
Leach's Music in Downtown
Paris, My Favorite 'Things on
Tyson Avenue and The Nest on
E.ast Wood Street. Admission is
S10.00; proceeds benefit the
academy.
-This couple is so incredible
versatile," said Lee Academy
for the Arts Vice President
Suzanne Richter. -They perforni
Grover and Dortha Lovett
all types of music from jazz
Grover and Dortha Lovett of Murray will be married for 70 years standards to country to gospel.
today, Dec. 2, 2009. They were mamed on this date in 1939 in and they make sure everyone in
the audience has a ball. The Iasi
Marshall County.
Mrs. Lovett is the daughter of the late Chester and Alma time they were here it was a
Burkcen. Mr. Lovett is the son of the late Oscar and Dollie Lovett. standing room oniy crowd."
The couple was last in Paris in
Their three children are Billy Joe Lovett and wife. Rita. Murray,
Sandra Cope and husband. Jerry. Benton, and Bobby Dale Lovett, 2004 when Beverly returned to
her grade school alma mater for
deceased.
Their five grandchildren are Tona Walker and husband. Barry, a similar fundraiser. -It was
Calvert City, Tony Lovett and wife. Sarah. and Tina Cook and hus- great fun," said the singer. who
band, Tinuny, all of Murray, Jeff Cope. Grand Rivers, and Denny tapped audience members. such
Cope, Benton.
as her former madrigal director
Their six great-grandchildren are Cassie Walker and husband, Linda Sykes, to join her onstage.
Ricky. and Clint and Kelly Walker, all of Calvert City, and Corby
The Henry County High
Cook, and Hannah and Garrett Lovett, all of Murray.
School graduate moved to
Their two great-great-grandchildren are Tate Wilson, Calvert Nashville in 1983. traveled with
City, and Ethan Colson. Benton.
Bobby Jones and New Life and
The family celebrated the anniversary on Sunday at Patti's the Barbara Mandrel' show..She
1880's Restaurant, Grand Rivers.
learned the business side of the
music industry, sang demos.
performed in local theatre productions and industrial shows
and administrated song catalogs
that included hits like "The
Dance", "1 Swear". and "My
Brad and Amy Bucy of Everette Spalding and Bill and Heart Can't Tell You No.Spring Hill, Tenn., are the par- Laverne Bearden of Nashville Beverly recently returned to the
ents of a daughter. Ava Rose and Margaret Rose of Kirksey. Nashville theater as Dolly Tate
Bucy, born on Wednesday, Sept. An aunt is Susan Bucy of in "Annie Get Your Gun."
Tom is also a gifted songwriter
16. 2009, at the Vanderbilt Murray.
Medical Center, Nashville.
Tenn.
The baby weighed 5 pounds
5 ounces and measured 18 inches.
Grandparents are James and
Sheila Bearden of Nashville and
Kenneth and Barbara Bucy of
Calloway County, Oak Grove
community.
Great-grandparents
are

Glory Bound will meet
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will meet Friday at 7
p.m.
at Goshen United Methodist Church. located on Ky. 121
North at
Stella. Featured will be two groups, Echoes From Calvary
and The
Grants. Items for Need Line will be received. For more information
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick
Lea at 761-2666.

Poinsettias in the promotion of the Calloway County
t•tnetnakers will be available at 2 p.m. Thursday and all day Friday
uhtil 8:30 p.m. at the Family Life Center of First United Methodist
Church at South Fifth and Maple Streets. For more information call
313-7386.

.1Genealogical Society to meet Friday

Calloway County Genealogial Society will have its Christmas
lincheon at Tom's Restaurant on Fnday at 11:30 a.m. Memories of
past Christmases will be discussed. For more inforntation call 7679062.

IVIHS Fastpitch Club to meet
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Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet today
(Wednesday) at 5:45 p.m. in the school cafeteria. Fund-raising
events, field work and coming season will be on the agenda. All persons interested in the fastpitch softball program in the Murray
Schools are invited. For more information e-mail
mwinchester@murray-ky.net.

CCHS conunittee to meet
Calloway County High school Cuniculum Cotntnittee will meet
today (Wednesday) at 3:15 p.m. in room 408 at the school. Topics
to be discussed include: Future of History and Appreciation of
Visual and Performing Arts and block scheduling modifications.

whose songs have been recorded by Eddy Arnold. Tammy,
Wynette and Ray Price just to
name a few. Hc was a regular
performer with Ralph Eniery on
Nashville Now for eight years,
with added appearances on
many national T.V. shows such
as Hee Haw. He also recorded
the Billboard top ten country
music hit "Sail On" as a solo
artist.
The couple has been making •
Inusic together since 1989. With
their band. The Survivors, they
have entertained in Poland.
Switierland. France, Gerniany.
Russia. on cruise ships and
throughout the United States.
Spon.•
for the Holiday
Cabaret include Commercial
Bank and Trust.Company. Paris
Winery and Project Round Up.
Roben E. Lee School for the
Arts is a non-profit association
dedicated to preserving and
restoring the school's historic
buildings and grounds and making the facility a useful and
viable part of the contemporary ,
culture. civic and social structure of Paris and Henry County.

.nnouncemen/

Ava Rose Bucy

Garden Department will meet
Garden Departrnent of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 11 a.nt. for lunch at Dumplin's and then lease for the
tour in Paris, Tenn.

Greenhouse sale Saturday
The Horticulture Program at Murray State University is now
accepting preorders for poinsettias by contacting Heather
Blankenship
at
767-0467
or
e-mail
hblankenshipl@murraystate.edu. The public sale will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the Pullen Farm Greenhouse. located at the
Owner of Hickory and Locust Streets, Murray.

Compassionate Friends plan service
The Compassionate Friends' annual Candle Lighting Memorial
Service will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at the University Church of
Christ (use back entrance) corner of US 641 North and Ky. 121
Bypass, Murray. Things to bring are a candle in a holder, a picture
of your child and a dish for a potluck dinner. Bread, drinks and utensils will be furnished. For more information contact Hilda Bennett
at 753-6926 at work or 1-731-498-8324 at home or MurrayCalloway County Hospital Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.
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CCHS Touch Down.Club plans fish fry
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will sponsor a
fish fry on Sunday. from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the high school cafeteria. Tickets can be purchased from any Calloway Count football
player or by calling 227-3255 or 293-2479. Also tickets will be
available at the door on Sunday. The public is urged to come after
church to support the Laker Football Program with a southern fish
fry and all the fixings catered by Holmes Family Restaurant.
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City plans special meeting
The City of Murray will hold an informational meeting on
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the council chambers of City Hall, 104 North
5th St.. Murray. This will be to discuss the preliminary flood insurance rate maps that have been completed by dte Federal Emergency
Management Agency.
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DICKENS ALLEY - 5:30 PM

Maple Street Alley/Conference Center
SANTA IN HIS HOUSE ON THE SQUARE - 4:00 PM
ARTISTS/CRAFTERS
COZY CRITTERS PONY RIDES
STORYTELLING
VARIOUS MUSICAL & EATINC; VENUES THRU THE ALLEY & AROUND SQUARE
STORYTELLING, MUSIC, OTHER ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN & MUCH MORE!

VISIT DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
for special discounts and giveaways!
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Tate and Erwin

Redden and White

Donna and Gaylord Hodges of Jackson.Tenn.. and Jarnes Tate Jr.
of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter. Maggie Jaye Tate, to Kyle Austin Erwin, sou of
Kathy and Kenny Erwin of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Jim Ayers and the late
Carolyn Ayers and Dorothy Tate and the late James Tate Sr.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Gwendolyn and Rudy Lovett
and James Dale Envin and the late Marilyn Herndon.
The bride-elect, a 2006 graduate of Murray High School, is pursuing a bachelor's degree in nursing at the University of Memphis,
Tenn. She is employed at St. Jude Children's Research Hospital,
Memphis.
The groom-elect. a 2004 graduate of Murray High School, is a
2009 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree
in advertising and a minor in graphic design. He is a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity and is employed as assistant manager at
Hawaiian Pools and Spas, Memphis.
A December wedding is planned.

WKCTC Science Seminar
explains Clarks River
Watershed Project
West Kentucky Community &
Technical College will host a
science seminar next week that
will focus on a special watershed project developed by
Jackson Purchase Research
Conservation and Development,
Inc.
Guest
speaker
Maggie
Morgan, watershed coordinator
of Four Rivers Basin Team will
present "Watershed Planning in
the Clarks River Waterbed" on
Thursday, December 3rd at 2:00
p.m. in Crounse Hall 101. The
public is invited to this free seminar.
This project has encompassed
two phases. the watershed planning phase, which hes just been
completed, and the implementa-

tion phase. which will begin
shortly. Through the first phase.
a watershed based plan for the
Clarks River watershed was
developed. This plan outlines
pollutants of concern, potential
sources, and best management
practices that could be used to
address these pollutants. The
second phase will implement
the best management practices
identified in the watershed plan
in an effort to reduce pollutant
loads in the Clarks River watershed in Calloway County.
The Jackson Purchase RC&D
Foundation, Inc. has performed
watershed planning in the
Clarks River watershed thrciugh
an EPA 319(h) grant from the
Kentucky Division of Water.

WKCTC Cosmetology
Program plans open
house and dedication
PADUCAH, Ky. - A newly open house. Visitors can come
renovated cosmetology client throughout the day until 2 p.m.
spa and services area at West Refreshments will be served.
Kentucky -Community
&
The renovations were made
Technical College will be dedi- possible by a generous $45.000
cated Friday in memory of Jim contribution from Jim Grisham
and Jo Grisham.
who passed way earlier this
The dedication will be part of year. The client spa and services
an open house of the area is designed to provide
Cosmetology department locat- patrons with first class treatment
ed on the second floor of the from head to toe with services
Anderson Technical Building, including facials, manicures and
Room 219. The ceremony pedicures. and more.
begins at 10 a.m. with a special
For more inforrnation about
presentation to honor of the the WKCTC Cosmetology proGrishams.
gram contact Tracy Ivitts at
The public is invited to the (270)534-3378.

Museum planning exhibit
The Wrather West Kentucky
History Museum, located on the
campus of Murray State
University, is currently putting
together a permanent exhibit of
Boy Scout memorabilia. This
exhibit will open in February
2010 and celebrates the 100year history of Scouting as well

\r

Thoma.son and Peters

Whitney Kay Redden and Zachary Ryan White were married
Sept. 12, 2009 at Grace Baptist Church, Murray. Bro. Sammy
Cunningham officiated at the ceremony. Music was provided by
Oneida White, pianist. Soloists were Oneida White, Chelsie White
and Ethelene Dense
'The bride is the daughter of Randy and Melia Redden of Murray
and the granddaughter of Lois Lancaster and the late Joe Lancaster
and Mary Alice Redden and the late Bill Redden, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Eugene and Lori Barnett of Murray and
Bryan and Leslie White of Hazel. He is the grandson of Wanda
Osbron and the late Jerry Pat Osbron of Murray and John and
Oneida White of Hazel. He is the great-grandson of Mary Elizabeth
Warren of Murray and Beauton Osbron of Hazel.
The bride chose Christy Westphal of Murray as her maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Rebecca Baust of New York City and
Chelsie White of Murray. Junior bridesmaid was Reagan Pittenger
of Murray. Flower girls were Gracie Fike and Hannah Thompson of
Murray.
The groom chose Luke Nance of Murray as his best man.
Groomsmen were Randy Finch and Matthew White, both of
Murray. Junior groomsman was Logan Thompson of Murray. Ring
bearers were Colby and Caden White of Murray.
Ushers were Scott and Cha.se Barrow of Hazel and Jason
Thompson of Murray.
A reception followed the ceremony at the Family Life Center of
the church. Servers were Stephanie and Anne Barrow of Hazel.
Rosemary Boyd,Susan Jones, Nix Ann and Haley White of Murray.
Guest register attendants were Katlyn and Keely Barrow of
Hazel.
The bride is a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High School
alai a 2009 graduate of West Kentucky Community and Technical
College. She is employed as a nurse at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center, Mayfield.
The groom is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed as parts manager of FTL of Murray.
The couple is residing in Murray.

as the rich regional and local
history.
The museum officials are asking the community to donate or
loan Scouting memorabilia for
this,special exhibit. Persons may
contact Kate Reeves, director of
the museum,or Bryan Warner at
2707-978-7291.

I
Emily Brooke Thomason of Murray and Corey Andrew Petersitf
Princeton were married Saturday, June 6. 2009, in the garden of e
Murray Woman's Club house, Murray.
•
The bride is the daughter of Dale and Sonia Thomason if
Murray.
•
.
Parents of the groom are Donnis and Beryl Jean Peters pi
Princeton.
I
d
Erika Compton of Iowa City, Iowa, cousin of the bride. w
.
as
matron of honor. Maid of honor was Haley 'Thomason of Murrly,
sister of the bride.
•
.
Donnis Peters, father of the groom, was best man. Groomsrlin
was Albert Gill of Princeton.
Ushers were Ethan Thomason of Murray, brother of die bricie
and Aaron Smiley of Princeton.
.,
Flower girl was Hallee Wynn and ringbearer wa.s Teddy Wywi,
daughter and son of Dr. Robert Wynn and wife. Melissa, of Seda4a.
Guest book and program attendant was Susan Smiley of
Princeton.
A reception followed at the club house.
The couple is residing in Hazel.

Gospel singing to be held
Huge gospel singing to benefit the Carl Perkins Child Abuse
Center in Henderson County on
Saturday. December 5 at 6:30
pm. Featured talet will be
Sounthern Harmony Quartet.

Randy Crowder. Cathie Hani
.is,
and Ivan and Jamie Hodge
Admission is I non-perishakle
food item and love offering still
be taken. For rnore infOtmatIbn
call 731-824-0079
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"Morning of the Christmas Parade"

Saturday, December 5
6:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Children's Clothing & Accessories

209 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 270-753-7534.
•

Vendors include:
*Scentsy
*Tupperware
*Uppercase Living
*Avon
*Sister Sweets
*Just Jewelry
*31 Gifts
*Dainty D-tails
*Pampered Chef
*QVC Rings

BREAKFAST INCLUDES:
• liarn or Sausage, Bggs, Biscuits & Graw, Cbffre

$5.00 Each
.1.0
,14F

Tickets can be purchased at the door,
from a Rotary Member or
contact Keith Travis at 227-0253.

orSi

Thursday, December 3rd • 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Hardin Community Building

Pagliai's Restaurant — 970 Chestnut Street

*Tommies Hometown Florist
*Mary Kay
*Celebrate Home
*Greetings 'N More
*Arbonne
*Us Borne Books
*Homemade Gourmet
*Kneaded Touch
*Mary's Jewelry
*Jordan Essentials

*Essentials by Julii
*BeautiControl
*Just Paint It!
*So Cal Island
*Glamourous Handbags
and Jewelry
*Baskets by Val
*Lipstick & Lollipops
*At Home America
*Flowers by Carolyn

Petaie /aim 44 Avg 4 ailit el 144. isitirda, qtedmsteetta
For more info call:
Stacey @ 270-339-8358
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With any purchase of $499 or more.
'Excludes electronics and TV Drearn Deals Does not apply to prior
purchases. Limit one $99 item per $499 or greater qualifying purchase
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Solid Wood Table With Self
Storing Leaf & Storage Base
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American Furniture Traveler Havana Wood
Trim Sofa $548 • Loveseat $498
Cocktail & 2 End Table - 3 Pc. Set $298
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5 Piece
Eltdroom
Approx.
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Plas
Vaughan Headboard, Footboard &
Rails $498 • Chest $898
Dresser & Mirror $1298
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Signature Design Durablend
Martin Oyster Leather Sofa $684
Chair $548 • Ottoman $338
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III AIDS Quilt
From Front
dedicated to Mall The panel,
located on block 3555. has the
words "In Memory of those who
have touched Murray State."
and has signatures and names
wntten across it.
Below' the MSC panel is one
of two panels on ihe quilt dedicated to Ron Jerrell Jerre!! died
in 1991 and was Irom the westem Kentucky' area. His piurnts,
who live in Kevil, were present
for the opening ceremony
Tuesday.
Jerrell's mother, Hazel, created both panels with the help of
her mother after Ron died. She
said he was diagnosed while
still in college in the '80s and
became an activist for AIDS
awareness despite his weakened
state. He traveled internationally representing the U.S. arid was
the president of the National
People with AIDS Coalition in
addition te founding the
Kentuckiana People with Aids
Coalition.
"Ron cut his life short because
he traveled. His grandmom

•••

asked 'why push yourself?' and
he said that if he could educated
just one person, keep just one
person well, that it would be
worth it.a Hazel Jerrell said.
After Ron's death, Hazel
began counseling and running
support groups for families
affected by AIDS. She eventually learned ot the quilt and decided to put a panel together, which
proved to be a type of counseling as well.
"It's kind of a process of
working through your gnef. The
quilt. you just can't help but see
the love and feeling that goes
into those panels." she said.
The quilt first came to MSU in
1994 and again in 1999. Wilkins
said they put in the application
for this year's display in
December of 2007 to make sure
they could have it on World
AIDS Day. The quilt will be on
display today from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Thursday. from 10 a.rn.
to 7 p.m. followed by a closing
ceremony.
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•Obama: U.S. to send 30,000 troops to Afghanistan....
SenaCarl Levin, chairman of taking our eye off the ball The
the Senate Armed Services ball is al-Qaida. 'That's the reaWednesday that Cabana's plan Conunutee. which planned to son we're there. They are
in
was
"no
solution"
to grill top administration officials Pakistan, the Taliban leadership
Afghanistan's troubles.
Wednesday on Obarna's deci- ts in Pakistan. And I wanted to
Of KlifZi Biden said the plan sion. aaid that he expected the make sure
the focus stayed on
was an unmistakable warning.
admmistration to submit a new those two elements of our con'The purpose is to make it war spending request
and that cem and didn't sort of morph
clear to Karzai and his govern- Democrats
would back it.
into a nation-building exercise
ment, which have up to now
The planned infusion of that would tie us down for 10
been unwilling to step up to the
30,0(X) U.S. troops would raise years and in fact not be of any
ball. to make it clear that you
the total American military assistance in meeting what is
now have to step up to the ball."
presence in Afghanistan to the real threat to the U.S. — that
the vice president said.
is al-Qaida and the most
Obama pledged Tuesday night about 100.000.
Defense Secretary Robert extreme forces that are in
to an audience of Army cadets at
the U.S. Military Academy that Gates was expected to tell Pakistan and wanting to topple
the shift from surge to exit strat- Levin's panel that the presi- Pakistan."
egy would depend on the mili- dent's strategy "will make real
Many Democrats said they
and measurable progress over weren't convinced that sending
tary situation in Afghanistan.
"We will execute this transi- the next 18-24 months," said more troops would hasten an
tion responsibly, taking into spokesman Geoff Morrell.
end to the war. They also quesBiden was asked about doubts tion whether the money used for
account conditions on the
ground," Obama said. declaring he was said to have had about troop deployments will drain
that the nation's security was at escalating the war.
resources from other domestic
stake and that the additional
"I've never publicly said what priorities. like health care and
troops were needed to "bring my position is because I reserve job creation.
this war to a successful conclu- that for the president," he
Sen. Russ Feingold, D-Wis.,
sion."
replied. "But I was skeptical of called the plan "an expensive

From Front

gamble to undertake armed
nation-building on behalf of a
corrupt government of question-a
able legitimacy."
After meeting Wednesday„
,
with Karzai, U.S. Gen. Stanley
McChry stal called Karzai's
reaction to the new U.S. strata
gy "really positive. The president was very upbeat, very resolute this morning."
McChrystal, Obama's field
commander in Afghanistan, said,
U.S. and NATO forces would.
hand over responsibility for the
fight against the Taliban to'
Afghan secunty forces "as rap-,
idly as conditions allow.'
Afghan Interior MinistO
Hanif Aunar, who also met with
McChrystal, sought
more
details about how' the Afghan
secunty forces would be trained
and expanded in the next IS
months — a time frarne that he
said was too short for a complete handoff from international
forces.

•Christmas programs ...
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From Front

Evans said the character of
Kelsey gets $100 from her
before the program. She said
grandmother and only wants to
they would begin playing
buy a bike before the angels
approximately 20 minutes
before the prograrn begins. She visit her. She saw that the choir
said she would love for as many raised money' to buy a bike to
people as possible to come lis- act as a prop in the show and
ten and see how hard the singers plan to donate it to a needy famhave worked.
ily. once the production is fin"I want people to see how ished.
hard they worked and they want
'That's kind of neat," Evans
people to see the message (of
said. "We've put (the show's
the program)," she said.
message) into action:*
First
United
Methodist
Evans' husband, Kyle Evans,
Church Will have a musical
Christmas Celebration during is directing the adult music minthe 8:45 a.m. service on Sunday istry program. "Once Upon A
followed by a Christmas Holy Night: The Story of God's
Cantata at the 11 a.m. service. Promise," which will be at
At 6 p.m. Wednesday, children 10:30 a.m. at 3 p.m. in the
will present a musical called "A church auditonum on Dec. 20.
King is Coming to Town." He said children
from elemenGuests are asked to bring a nontary school age to teenagers
perishable (ritod item to datiate.
would also be featured and the
tla*or Church will be
H
facadOetion
would use live
. ebrate Ctitistittiss
'
4
at 6 p.m. Sunday and a chil- drama and interpretive movedren's program next Sunday, ments, sound. lighting and
video that promises to "stir your
Dec. 13 at 6 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church will heart."
host "The Festival of Nine
'This production was created
Lessons in Carols" during the by Regi Stone and orchestrated
10:45 a.m. service on Sunday. by Bradley
Knight to introduce
On Sunday, Dec. 20 at 5 p.m., a
several characters who share
gathenng will be held at the
just how they came to know
church to go caroling.
Westside Baptist Church will Jesus personally," Kyle Evans
hold a Hanging of the Greer. said in an e-mail.
Memorial Baptist Church will
service at 6 p.m. Sunday and a
children's musical at 6 p.m. or host a Christmas pageant titled
Sunday, Dec. 13. The director "A Great and Mighty Wonder"
of the children's ploaaam, Kim on Sunday, Dec. 13 at 6 p.m.
Evans, said that about 40 kids Jeff Prater. minister of music,
from second through sixth said he
is expecting it to be a
grades would be perforrning in
full-blown production.
the musical, which is called "A
First Christian Church will
Christmas Carol." The show is
not based on the beloved present a children's program on
Charles Dickens story of the the evening of Sunday, Dec. 13
same name, but is about a girl and have a Choir Christmas
named Kelsey who learns about Cantata at that moming's 10:45
the importance of giving when a.m. worship service.
angels visit her in a dream. The
St. John's Episcopal Church
head angel. who explains what will have a children's pageant
happens when people give in
on Sunday, Dec. 13 at 10:30
Jesus• name. is named Carol,
a.m. and a Greening of the
from which the show gets its
Church
event after the Sunday,
title. Evans said the music in the
show is diverse and ranges from Dec. 20 service.
Many area churches are hold1950s-style rock to rap, but also
features "some of the finest car- ing Christmas Eve services as
ols."
well.
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II Need Line baskets ...
From Front
pas1 rcgistration normally peaks

in Oa first few hours and then
taper, off, Tuesday showed a
constant flow of visitors.
Registration for the baskets
continue, through Friday. Dec.
4. Anyonc applying for a basket
must bnng proof of income for
all members af the household
and proof ot residence within
Murray or Calloway County'.
Casey said they are planning
on distnbuting 600 baskets to
the community on Saturday.
December 19. Need Line relies
heavily on volunteers and donations to make the baskets happen.
"Donations (for the food baskets) have been really good but
we still arc needing canned
sweet potatoes and a tea more
candy canes. You gotta have the
candy canes." Casey said.
Anyone wishing to volunteer
with the program or with Need

Line must visa the office, fill
out an application and speak
with Casey. Basket assembly
will occur the week before distribution. and early' distnbution
to senior citizens will be on
Thursday, Dec. 17.
Murray-Calloway
County
Need Line is located at 638
South 4th Street in Murray.
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Woodmen of the World
lodge donates to Hospice
Special to the Ledger
Keith Travis, Vice President of Institutional
Viioodinen ot the VvOrld Lodge 592 of Murray
Development.
recently donated $500 to Murray-Calloway
"Donations from supporters throughout the
County Hospital's Endowment for Healthcare.
Their donation will support the construction of the conununity show conunitment to our "vision" for
first Residential Hospice House in West Kentucky. the future. This is a great example
of the loyalty
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 represents the
and
support
provided
by
those
we
serve," said
fourth WOW Lodge from Calloway County that
Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH.
has donated to the Hospice House.
-The hospital's endowment is raising money
If you are interested in learning more about the
for the Residential Hospice House. the Rural
Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare
Physician Education Program. and the Building
Better Healthcare Equipment Fund. The endow- and/or naming opportunities available with the
ment hopes to raise 3.2 million to build the expansion of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hospice House. and has raised one million." said please contact Keith Travis at 762-1908.

Photo prow , 1

Pictured (from left to right) ts Judge Executive Larry Elkins. Keith Bailey
CEO of MCCH, Clyde
Rowland, Brice Ratterree. Joel Jackson, Earl Hudspeth. AR Hatcher, Amos McCarty, Lodge
Members of Woodmen of the World Lodge 592, Sharon Furches, MCCH Board Chair,
and
Keith Travis. VP of Institutional DevelobrrPn1

MCCH celebrates Gainsharing
program with employee bonuses

Photo provided

Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital recently held a celebration rewarding employees with a
bonus as a part of their
Gainsharing program. The hospital awarded over $900,000 to
employees for meeting guest
satisfaction, financial performance, teamwork, and departmental goals.
"Our Gainsharing program
rewards employees for success
in meeting hospital goals, and
exemplifies their dedication in
providing the highest quality,
patient care to our region," said
Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH.
For more information about
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, visit our website at
www.murrayhospital.org.
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Pharmacist makes donation
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Special to the Ledger
Bill Brown, owner of Gibson
Pharmacy in Mayfield and the
Medical Arts Pharmacy in
Murray, recently
donated
$10,000 to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Endowment
for Healthcare. This donation is
part of the namir.g opportunities
available for a patient room in
the new South Tower located off
of Vine Street.
Each individual, or business,
that participates in purchasing a
patient room with the naming
opportunities program will be
recognized with a personalized
plaque located outside of the
room when the expansion is
complete.
Photo provided
If you are interested in learnPictured (from left to right) is Judge Executive Larry Elkins,
ing more about the MurrayKeith Travis, VP of Institutional Development, Brittany Brown,
Calloway Endowment for
Pharmacist and daughter-in-law of Bill Brown, Sam Brown,
Healthcare, and/or naming
Pharmacy Student and son of Bill Brown, Bill Brown, owner of opportunities
available with the
Gibson Pharmacy and the Medical Arts Pharmacy, Keith expansion of Murray-Calloway
Bailey, CEO of MCCH, and Sharon Furches, MCCH Board County Hospital. plea.se contact
Chair.
Keith Travis at 270-762-1908.

Patient from Cadiz praises MCCH service
Special to the Ledger
Patient care is a top pnority
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. When patients are
sick, they look for healthcare
professionals who can provide
specialized quality' care. along
with a personal approach to keep
patients as comfortable as possible while providing the best
treatment possible. MCCH's
patient satisfaction scores have
improved over the past three
years and in 2009, were at an all
time high of 89.0. Although
these scores are a great indicator
of the care provided by the hospital. it's testimonials like
pennie Mergenthal's that truly
tell the most about the quality of
care she received.
Mergenthal. a native of
Cadiz, has spent many days in
the hospital and in and out of
physician offices. She was diagnosed with lung cancer nearly
eight years ago and had to
undergo surgery and ch:motherapy at that time. Just recently,
Mergenthal was experiencing
some unusual numbness and
went back to her family physician of over 20 years. Dr. Dan
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1:)1:.tured is Austin Copeland, 15-year employee of
Environmental Services receiving his Gainshanng bonus
check from Lisa Ray, VP of Nursing.
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Miller. for further evaluation.
After several tests and an MRI,
it was confirmed that the cancer
had spread to hcr brain.
Over the years, she has had to
endure encounters with different
hospitals and physicians. but has
chosen to receive her regular
care from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Mergenthal
was hospitalized again in
September for anothei procedure and spent a total of 12 days
in our hospital. She was able to
experience again first-hand, the
specialized care provided during
her stay by the nurses and staff
at MCCH. She said she was so
impressed with the level of care
she received, she asked to meet
with Keith Bailey, CEO of
MCCH to express her gratitude.
"I
love
this
place."
Mergenthal said. "No one wants
to be sick and in the hospital, but
it you're going to be, then you
couldn't pick a better place. The
care I received was outstanding
and 1 did not want to leave
unless everyone knew what it
was like here."
Mergenthal has a long journey ahead of her. hut said she

1.rt.t. health wrernings at our

Holiday Health Ettravaganza
Saturday, Dec. 5 from 9 a.m. to.nooft
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I Ill% 111.AR: Stroke
piviention tins from neurologist
Jacqueline tarter. M.D.

Dennis Mergenthal
will continue to come to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital for her canccr care,
because its worth the drive for
her to receive the personalized
approach provided by her family
physician, ar.d the nurses and
staff at Murray Hospital.
"They're just a caring bunch
ot people, from the nurses to the
employees in the cafeteria," she
said "I've never seen so many
conscientious people."
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTI'CRY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT C01.11T
Civil Action No 09411-00306
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
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Civil Action No 08-C1-00391
HERITAGE BANK,

V8 NOTICE OF SALE

vs NoTici OF SALE

VS NOTICE OF SALE
ROBERT M MANLEY, III, and
DAWN M MANLEY

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of s Judgment and Order of Sale entered hy the t'alloway Circuit
Court on April 3 2000 or the above cause to satisS. the Jivigmant of the
Plistotrlf in the approximate amount of 6114,662 41, shall proceed to offer tor
sale at thy Courthou. door in the (lily of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky
ha the highest bidder, nt outdo auction on Friday, Decemher 11. 2009 at the
hour of 10 00 a ro hart time, or thereabout, the following described pmpertr
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, *ith its addreos being 121f4 Peggy Ann
Drive, Murray. KY 42071, and being noon. particulerly dosortbed rto
A 0 286 Isere tract of land as surveyed by Allgood surveying Services of Murray.
Kentucky. shown aa lot 6, Dawn Height. Subdivision. Plat Book 2, Page 23,
Slide 23. and being more particularly described as follow&

JOHN H DOWNS, EI.EANOR G. DOWNS AND
U.8 BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ND,

DEFENDANTS

BEGINNING st the Northeast comer of the herein deecribed tract of land and
the Northwood corner of the lotus Fkawden property. Deed Book 140, Page tet
mad point being an existing iron pin 530, feet East of the centerline of
Kirkwood Drive end 20 (PO feet Mouth of the centerline of Peggy Ann Drive
Thence, Mouth 0 deg 17' 31 East • 137 30 feet with the said Bowden West
Property Line to an existang iron plpe at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land

Beginning at a 04 retort w/cap 03176 set 341 00 feet east of the centerline. of
South 16th Street and 20 00 feet north of the centerline of Story Street. paid
Point being the southwest corner of the herem dertn1.1 tract,

Thence, North rift deg 17' Iff" West • 90 74 feet with the Jame* tensity,. North
Property lane and goneraliy along a fence to an exulting iron pipe at the
Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land

Thence, •Ionot the East line of South 18th Street. North 04 degrees 01 minute,
24 seconds West for • datanns of 175 10 feet to it 04 feller w/cap 03175 set t
the Northwiret corner of the herein deownhed tract and the orouthwent comer ol
the Jackie Vaughn property Deed Book I Se, Card 1329i;

Thence, South ke deg 30' 00" Kest • I/0 19 feet with 1.1.se South side of Pony A101
I'nye to the prom of begannine,gogether wtth end Rubes ta cavenente saw
moots •nd reetrictiona (ir record
Elosept nny intereot an the coal. oil, gam end other minerale modes/lying the land
which hos been heretofore conveyed or nreerved in prior conveyancer. and •11
right* and easements in favor of the ...tate of mod coal. oil, gee and other miner
els, If any
Being the same property conveyed to Robert SS' Manley, Ill. et ut , by deed
dated May 26, 2007. of record to Booktign, Page 17, in the office of the ('Ierk of
the Callowsy County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on •cash or credit harts of thirty (30
days, but if .Id on • credit of thirty (301days, t/se purrhoser shall deposit *nth
the Commisaionar tan percent 110911o( the purcha. price and execute bond
with good and suMcient surety for the rernsinder, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the dote of saie untal paid, and fully due end payable wtthin thirty
daya A hen
be receded on the property els additional ercunty All delin•
quent tax., if any, shall be arterteined and p•id hy the Commiosioner, but the
pmperty sh•11 be .1d oubject to the current (.d valorem lairs
Thia Illth day of November 2004I
ReapectfUllY submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Maetar Commie/Porter
Calloway Circuit Court

THE MURRAY BANK.

Thence, alon,g the South line of the Voughn property and the South lane of the
J•m. Owen property • Deed Hook
l'age 139i. North 147 degreea 39 mom ae.
40 wenriads Fart for • distance of 156 PoM feet to a 04 mbar w/cap 03175 set nt
noetheamt tomer of Lot 2,
Thence oolong the Weal line of Lot 2. Mouth II degrees 31 miniatee 16 seconds
East for • distance of 176 00 het to•04 nrbar secap 03176.t ni the enutheirs.
corner of the herein deracrihred trsct and on the north lane of Story Strvet,
Thence. along the North line of Litm-y Stroort South N7 degrees 39 nunutee
oecondr. West for a &stance of 151 98 feet to the point (of beginning
Tisgether with and oubject to covenanter ea.ments &lid restriction. of record
This tract contain' 0 620 acre* according to a ourvey by VI. A .00L tete,. on MHI
sr 2006
John 11 Ihiwne, et sl . obtained title to the above-deorthed property by deed
from Cootie Porker and wife. Pauline Parker. notarized as being owned on July
27, 2006, of record in Book 663. Page 689, in the office of the clerk oi thr
Crollowsy County Court
l'he aforemenuoned property shall be .1e1 nn n cash or credit hams of 30 dayn.
hut af sold on a credit of 30 days, the purthaner shall be required tor depoont with
the commissioner ten percent k 10'11,i of the purchane price, with the balance to he
paid in full within thirty (301days, with sufficient moody bond, beanng interest
at 121 per Annum from the date of sale untrl fully. paid A lien shall he retained
on the property as sdditional socunty All delinquent taxes ohall he nacertatned
and paid, hut shall be nold subject to thr current yeor ad vaiorern taxes
Thus 19th dsy of November, 2009
Reepow0ully oubmitted.
MAX W PARKER
Manter 'commissioner
C•Ilowey Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COUIRT OF JURTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00366

C'ROSS-DEFENDANTS
By virtue of s Judgment ond Order of Sale entered by the Callowsy Circuit
Court on October 26. 2009, in the above cause, to 'satisfy the Judgment of the
Croas-Plaintiff. Kentucky Howling Corporation, in the approximate amount of
$74,906 013, I shall proceed Ito (offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest Molder. at public auction on
Friday. December 11, 2009, at the hour of 10 00 a m , local time, or thereabout,
the following described property treated in Callowny County Kentocky with its
address being 146 Moore Rood, lintel. KY 42049. and twang more particularly
desscribed as follow..

iliNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, I. P.

A tract of land artuated an the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, boing a
part of the Southeest Quarter of Section 32, Tiswnohip 1. Range 4 East. and al.
being Tract 1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 32, Page 2
Slide :Wieland bring further deign/Med ao follows
Being at a 04 wicap 03175 mbar set in the centerline of Moon( Road. 531 la feet
north of the centerline of State Line Road West(Ky Hwy 893., and the
Southeast corner of Tract 1 demonised hereto,
thence, South 87 deg 57' f)4 We'd for a distance of 441 22 feet to n *4 rehor
wimp .3175 oet,

thence. Mortis 77 deg 14' 52" East for a distance of 1 7/1 91 feet to
wicap /3175 met on the North bank of a waterway,

PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF HALE

/4 rebar

•411.:VEN C SKAGGS, CHRISTINA SKAGGS,
1K/A CHRISTY SKAGGS, MORTGAGE
ELE(TRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS. INC •

North 66 dim. Si' 02" East for n dirtance of 65 06 feet to a oo rebar w/cap 03175
set.
North hill deg 18 46" Knot for a diotance of 188 68 feet to a 04 rebar w/cap
/3175 net on the centerline of Moore Road the Northeast owner of Tract 1
thence, South 00 deg 07' 16- Eard for n distance of 376 7S feet along the centerline of Moore Road to the point of beginning

By virtue n(•Judgment end Order Of !•101. entered by Ow Calloway Ctrovit
''.rart on October 2e.
thi- above causer. to satisfy. Du J:Idgnient .1the
IllainHIT in the approolmats. amount of 131,161 31 1 Anil {woofed to offer for
,le at the Courthoure door in the CIty of Murray, Callowsy County, Kentucky,
'IP highest Mdder, at public auctior on Friday. Ilescomher le. 2009, at the
.-af 1000• m local tame, nr thereabout. the followmg Merl-Med property
in Celloway County, Kentucky, with ita address being e797 State Route
rth. Farmington, KY 42040(Calloway County I'VA Map No 004-0-0006
I
ano
og more particularly &scribed a" follows
Being
end Is

rrt of the Northwood Qu•rter of Section 7, lbernohip 2, Range 3 Ertot.
'orther &embed an foilown

Beginning o •point located on the South right of way line of Kentucky
Haghwey
mid beginning point being Hubert leathamlo Northport property.
corner, their. South 89 degree.
00" East •nd following said r-.ght of wsv
line 120 00 , itsince South 0 degrees 20' 00" Wert 180 00', thence North 89
deaner• 30 lel West 120 00. thenre North 0 degree. 20 IT East 1/10 00' to the
1"""I

6.1(M10,0, 71011 tract contains 0 496 acres

s virtue of * Judgmemt and (*der of Sole entered hy the Calloway Circuit
ourt
Auguat
21309, in the shove eau., to eatiory the Judgment of the
Plaintiff In the opproxintatop amount of 6326.115 12. I oholl Droned to offer for
Rale et thos Courthouse door in the City of Murray, C•Ilowny Country, Kentucky
to the
bidder, at public ouctron on Friday. December 1i. 2tH/9, at the
hoor of 10(*la m local time. or thereabout, the following described property
handed In Calloway County, Kentucky, svith its addrese being III Crnaelleld
Dn.. Murray. KY In ;1. ond hosing more perticularly de.nbed
.
follow.

Being the same property conveyed tn Chris Provine aikia Christopher Provine
:Lind I hin Amu' Provinti tiy de•cd deted June 4, 2002, of record in hook
4:11. Page
3 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

l'hus 19th day of November, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Comminnioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Lota /49 and 850 of the Cro.fleld Esot Subdionson as shown on the Mat of
record in Plat BOOY 20. Page 4, Slade 1816,•nd replotted in Plat Book 38, Page
142, Slide 3O91.1. the office of the Callowoy County Clerk

trcept nny interest to the conl,
gris nnd other minerals underlynng the land
which hos town heretnfcre conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights anu ...norms in favor of the estate of said coal, cool, goo and other miner
al* if any
Being in all reopects the same property conveyed to Steven
Skaggs and wife,
Chnety Skaggs hy. deed frorr. There. Gerland. dated May 2, 2008. of record to
Book S42. Pee Pt00, in the office of the Clerk of the Callow .(v County Court

The •foremeroorned property shall he onld on a cash dr credit hams of :10 dayn
hut if oold ton s . redo 30 days, the purchaser shall he required to &pond with
the nonmusionot
1,1.11ent 110911o( the purchase price, with the balance due
and payable witIon thirty .101 daye, with sufficient surety Sand, bearing Interest
st 121 per anno rya from Ole date of sale until paid in full A hen ahall be
retained an the propertio
addition•I aerunty All delinquent taxes shall be
aocerteined and paid, but broil be .eild koleeci to the current year ad valorem
tate*

The aforementioned property ehall
oold on a cash or credit hart* of 30 days,
but if enld on n credd of 30 Mops. the ptirchneer +hall he required to depoort with
the commissioner o.se third of the purcha. once. w h the balances to be pond in
two equal inntallmenta full within thIrty .30 a days, with ouffinent ourety bond.
bear01,0 interest nt 121 per annum from the dote of ode until paid, and fully
due and payable an thirty (30( day. A hen "hall be retained on the property as
additionnl oecunty All delinquent taxes %hall be ancertained and paid. but ahall
.1r1 %object to the current year rod volorem torts

"N"

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONIA
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALI 75R-191.6

Thio 19th day of November, 2009
Reepostfully roubmotted,
MAX W PARXER
%safer flornmosaioner
Callowny 'ircuit Court
.1111•11=011110•11,
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NOTICE
Advertisers ere
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad tor any error
Murray Ledger A
Times will be responsible tor only onis
Incorrect Insertion
Any error should be
reported ImMedlatlely so corrections can
be made.
All lino ads plated

in

,

“
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J

.
I

I

;:ti All Yuji
-• 11 (Ilio i‘
oar I

rhin property cor.veyed herein IR RU10.4:1 t0 those reotnetionn of record and
specifically those recorded In Plat Book 20, Page 4. Slide 0416. on Above refer
-raced

Being the Nome or ,.perty conveyed to William J Barkool•le. by deed from Mary
:;0:(w
he, 741.o,
lk :1,r:t,...st
h.. .
ugua
nnwta2y2
t,y of
roreso
(
un rd an book 612 Page 472, In the office
.:fuen13

Thrx 20th des. of Moroni'',
R.espertfully •nhrn•ot..i
MAX NI PARKEH
.r
Master rearralare
Calloway Circuit Court
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Visa

$96 00
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I
Daytime Ph
I
'
Mail thie coupon with paymer.t to
I
I
Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Mummy,ICY 42071
Or call (2701 763-1916

WOODMEN
WORLD LIFI
ANCE SOCIE
EQUAL OPF
TY
EMPLOYER

Yellen accesi
"help wanted
on our clax
webpage
murray ledge
you %ill be 11
to aitmetwoi
By defa
Murray and I
lisung, skill a
this weh
HOKeVer, arr
wets/site. not a
on the johnets
arc placed t
the Murray
& Times Plc
us it you NI
question, re
the MUITa'
ash li.tings T1

This tract contains 3 430 acres. hut is subject. to whatever nght.of•way there
may be on Moore Ftoad Description aa per survey of C Thomaa IMwdy,
Kentucky Professtonal Land Surveyor No 3222, dated February 14, 2002

'i * * 110Ult *

If you are int
this professi,
:tion with a ch.
:pany
.that has bee
sinci
:nese
pietisb apoiy
WAIN woodrn
contact
Robertson at
4382.

DISCLA1

Dagether with and oubject to covennn, easements. and restnctions of record

DEFENDANTS

liEFENDANTS

Qualified c
must posse
computer s
previous
experience
ft:7c:: Roc:.
graduates
come to appl

DEDICATED
motivated.
enced kens
sage Therar
techs
Lath
for existing te
Benton
Ple
(270)252-097
interview

thence, along are North hank of maid waterway the following bearings and distance..

VS NOTICE OF SALE
WILLIAM J BARKSDALE, UNKNOWN SPOUSE
OF WILLIAM J BARKSDALE, IF ANY. TAX EASE
LIEN INVESTMENTS 1, IAA'. MITCHELL SMITH
PROPERTIES, LW,SI /1 1THERN TAX SERVICES 1.1 A •,
AND CALI A MAY COUNTY. KENTI'CKY

Woodmen oi
Life insurani
is looking for
Adminis
Assistant to
VVest Kentu
Marketing
Thi
office
mil work 4(
week. M F a
competitive
a generous
package
health, dents
:vision.
40
:vacation
t
leave.

ASPLUNDH
is seeking
'with CDL Air
:trimmer buck
tors 859-314

thence, North 00 deg 07' 16'' West for e &stance of 287 27 feet to n ra rehar
wkap 03175oet,

The aforementioned property shall he sold on a caah or credit basio
of 30 daym.
hut If %old on a credit of 30 dayo, the purchrter shall be
required to depoeat with
the commissioner ten percent r105i 1 of the purchn. price, with the
balance to lsr
paid in full within thirty idOi dave with sufficient surety hoind,
hearing interest
rot 12'S per annum form the dote of oale until fully paid A
hen 'Mall he retained
on the property as Additional ercurity All delinquent totem
obeli he ascertained
and paid. hut shall lw mold oubject to the current year nd
valorem taxes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTIICKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. OfeCI-00125
PLAINTIFF

VS
CHRIS PROVINF: A/10A CHRISTOPHER PROV1NE
DEAN ANN PROVINE, HERITAGE BANK,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, REVENUE
CABINET, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
EDUCATION CABINET. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, JAMES CARL RICKMAN,

Tax Panel ID Number 006-041006410016
Legal Ikeeloption of • tract of land located on the North aide of Story Street
on the East side of Mouth 11301 Street an the (Illy 0( Murray, County of
a
State of Kentucky, being • part pf Lot II of the Vol I. Whittled; Addition to thr
City ol Murray of record in Deed Book 47 Page 370, and also being lot I of o
Manor Subdivision Plat of record ir. Plat Bock 36, Pete 76, Stole 3492, end Isoi,
further desenbed as follow"

Thence. North 0 deg 03 67" Wood 136 115 feed *nth the Joni. Hose East
Property Line, Deed Book 140 Page 39'2 to an existing iron pipe ot the
Northwest corraer of the herein deacrthod trial of lomat

PROVINE ELEC'TRIC, LLC, et al
DEFENDANT
KENTUCKY HOUSING CORPORATION,CROSS-PLAINTIFF,

By virtue of•judgment end Order of Sale entered hy the Calloway Circuit
Court on (ktookser 26, 2009. in the above cause, to astir" the Judgment of the
Plaintiff an the approximate amount of 2161,207 74, 1 annll proceed to offer f, o
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucka
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Froday. De:ember II. 2009, at the
hour ut 10 0'3 a rr. , hical tires, or limpreeitout, the following demonised propeny
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with ato addrens being 1516 Story
Avenue. Murray. KY 42071. and heing mons morticularly desenbed an follows
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ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant

PLAINTIFI-

DEFENDANT

Qualified candidates
must possess Strong
computer skills and
previous
experience is preferred Recent eollege
graduates are welcome to apply

8-DEFENDANTS
loway Circuit
udirment of the
mate amount of
door in the City of
public auction on
le. or thereabout,
6,torlty with its
lore particularly

If you are interested in
this professional pose
:tion with a quality company
.that has been in busi:nese
since
1890.
ptease apply orehrie at
www woodmen.org or
contact
Greg
Robertson at 270-7534382
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WOODMEN OF THE
WORLD LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY IS AN
EOUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.

• Road, 531 la f*rt
F, ond the
t to a /4 mbar
t to

/4 mho'

t
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Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society
is looking for a full-tome
Administrative
Assistant to work in our
West Kentucky State
Marketing
office. This position
wiil work 40 hours e
week. M F and offers a
competitive wage plus
a generous benefits
package
including
health. dental,
.vision. 401k. paid
vacation
and
sick
leave

ASPLUNDH Tree Co.
is seeking Foreman
'with CDL Also climber
:trimmer bucket operators 859-311-8113
DEDICATED.
selfmotivated,
experienced licensed mas,sage Therapist. nail-techs & tattoo artists
for existing business in
Benton. Please call
(270)252-0979 for an
interview.
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MEDICAL
Office
Professionat•
Experienced medical
office professional of
multi-doctor
clinics
wanted We are looking for highly motivated
individuals with more
than 2 years expenclinic manageence
ment. medical billing
-and coding, as welt as
-ell aspects of clinic
management
Huge
growth opportunity veth
an Taxissing crsropany
starting a new divosoon
An applications handled confidentially Mail
.your resume to Attn.
Human
Resources,
PO Box 548, Paris,
Tennessee, 38242.
PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR
Kingdom Kids
teaming Center.
eicensed preschool, is
.now receiving appliceeions tor a Director Training will begin
April 1st. 2010.
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
.Church.
For more information
:call Director. Dorothy
:K. Rogers
(2701 753-8698

PULMO Ouse is now
hinng for a
Warehouse
Supervisor Duties
inciude; accompiishing
warehouse hurnan
resource objectives by
selecting orienting
training. assigning
schedukng. coaching,
counseling and disci
phning empioyees
communicating pb
expectations planning.
monotonng, appraising
joci contributions,
adhering to policies
and procedures
Meets warehouse
operational standards
by contributing warehouse onformstion to
strategic plans and
reviews, implementing
production productivity, quality. and customer-service standards. resolving prob
lems, identifying warehouse system
improvements The
successful candidate
will have three to five
years of eeporesory
expenence and priori
work experience in a
team-onented environment is required A
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or
GED equivalent is also
required Please ^C...?fy us of yOut interest
by emailing us at
resume.pulmodose0r
otech.com or you can
stop into our facilay to
complete an application, M-F 8am-5pm, at
120 Max Hurl Drive
Murray, KY 42071 We
are an Equal
Opportunity Employer

ALMOND
electric
range. good condition
glean $175 759-1987
228-3470
1 A RGE
SELECTION.
USED 111111PILIARK
WARD IF I MINS

(770P53 1713
woe Equheent

ar

3pt hitch back hoe.
bucket, $1 500 obo
438-2754

1 E11Fireerood
FIREWOOD delivered
to your eoor sold by
the rick Cali
(270)210-9816
Firewood 293-2487

BABY Grand Pianos
black,
white
mahogany very rece.
54.600 tax delivered
437-4432
Herres
FoT-lins
12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house $4500
includes move and set
up. 270-994-1595

Homes For Res
LARGE 3BR
753-6012

Cleaning
AGNES'S
Service. Residential.
B usiness
Experienced,
refer farces available. Call
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR7
DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED'
,
270-293-5806
RETIRED LPN will sit
with sick or elderfy. Any
shift. (2701753-6692
WILL sit with elderly
Have rAterences
270-227-5069

S295

Rent
L_
1 OR 2br apts nee
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposil
required 753-4109.

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coio
collections
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to Buy
used Elliptical in Good
Working Condrtion
(601)513-3730
WANT to buy. Large
wood burning stove or
wood burning furnace.
must be large. Cali
435-4148 or 293-6966
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS.
AMPS 1 PEDALS.
(2703394°
12

R

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. 2BR.
1.5 bath. garage. all
appliances.
C3-1/A,
water. sewer. and trash
pick-up furnished I
small
indoor
pet
allowed
S675 mo
293.7404
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica•
tions for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay tne electric bill,
water
irash, and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer. Only
5+550/mo.
You won't hnd a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(2701492-8211

1BR IBA apt. w/d
S350
2BR townhouse w/d
$455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559
BR. price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9698
2 Bedroom. stove. ref.,
C/H/A, elec gas,
water furnished. oven.
shop downtown,
$450.00 prer month
CO (270)293-0301
2-BR brick duplex.
Located 639 Elm St.
Quiet,
residential
neighborbood. Close to
hospital.
school.
Weeks Center. C/HA,
dw. disposal. carport 10x20 covered
deck with lights and
ceiling fan $600+5400
deposit moves you in.
Available Dec. 8th.
293-2797
2BR duplex, C/1-1/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances, newty
remodeled
(270)753-0259
2BR duplex, yeappliances & carport, no
pets Cali 227-7414
213R neer MSU appliances
furnished,
C,el A Coleman RE
753-9898

11•11111=1•11111
•
•
•
•
•

"AFFORDABLE"
$2o & Coder
Designer Inspired •
Handbags & Jewelry .• •
Booth 4166
19
"New items added weekly•

Trends 4S1 'Treasures Ma:',
(old Uncle left 's
)

\1

Mulish',age

til/es to
flt your needs
Located by
ruggy rediu station

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
F270) 75342°6
Cell (270) 293-4193
9 a m - 4pm M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1B50
Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
.5.1 It% 11•1
STOR ‘1,1

I I, s
,

11,11

AFtre
,E 290 apt
newly remodeled, or
campus, Ch-VA W&D,
S600 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600

1811. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Conker of IDS. & tdenctak
10X10 S2e 10115 $40
1270) 436-2524
(2701293-6906

NEAR university Like
new large 2BR CailiA
Low utilities Quiet
What you've been
looking for S440 +
deposit
(270)975 0013

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We
bexes'
•We rent LI-Hauls
753-9600

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
11Illifala

tpoi

e

rical Prop. For Hint

COMMERCIAL buildng for lease Free
standing building with
periwig Great location
.n Murray $350/per
month Available 12/1
Call now 615-478-4724
761-0133

BLUE & Gold Macaw.
71,ear-old. hard-fed
wlarge cage,
$1.500 EZ go
electnc golf cart, 6-new
batteries,
asking -S2,500.
(270)227-97°1

1505 Diuguid Drive
Morra. KN. 42071
One and Tie 0
bedroom Npartmera.
27e-75341556
TDD 1-1110545.1L31
FAL 213

3BR, IBA investment
rental
house 713
Sycamore.
Murray
$550 gross monthly
rent
$60.GOO obo
978-1641.
ENERGY saving new
home. 2.244 sq h
under roof. 3BR. 2BA
(cath ceilings). 2 car
garage. concrete drive
patio & front porch. no
Gay taxes. 58.00C
rebate, first time buyers 210-378i.
559-2032.
NEW 2.100sq.ft. 2BR,
2BA. 2 car garage.
county gas/water near
Murray hilltop acrn
$144.000.
270-519-8570

New 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Lstates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
RENOVATED
4BR,
'IBA home near hospiBeautiful hardtal
wood/tile floors. sunroom, basement, appliances
new C/H/A,
2.200 sq ft. 98,000 tirst
hme
home
buyer
rebate 270-761-1317

IVIre Buy 180181,11
mummies
Debt Misr
Selling an Eirasel
in Foreoloaree?
Local Hum Dryer,
Can Helpt
Cou
You
No Equity OK
11111110ME-01394
)7111-MOMR

BUYER Fell Throughl
1 Poopom puppy.
753-2251

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn GrOVEI
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
wIth great view W/D,
refrigerator
stove
Very
quiet All utilities paid
including
electric
$.600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

(270)210-146838R, 1.
1/2 bath. newly rano
voted. 1517 Glendale.
$750imo., no pets. Call
after 4 00p m.
284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2BR bnck, appliances
furnished
No pets
753-0728, 994-3308
2BR, 1BA, CHA,
Appls. W/D hook-up.
quiet country, no pets
Call after 5 227-4113
2BR. stove & refngerator. dw, wid hook-up.
C.1-1/A. 9550/mo. 1 yr
lease. 1 month depostt
No pets 753-2259.
270-527-8174.

LARGE 2811/1BA
city. just remodeled.
new heating & A/C,
W/D hook-up. stove.
fridge. bi9 yard. no
pets. rent 5450 plus
ut Attires, ell
kesee.
Tel 270-767-1176.
SMALL 2BR. 1 mile
from city limits Deposit
& Lease No pets
$425
753-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

CKC
Miniature
Pinscher
puppies
Black & tan, $150
Ready 12/20/09
270-578-0180

Auto Pets

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch

FULL BLOODED labs
$75 female. S50 male
436-5517

Starting

at $20

motinted

Can 753-5606
EOM
Duplex
2BR
in
Northwood $98,000
270-293-1446
4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle Benton 51,760
gross monthly rent
Must sell $180 000
obo 978-1644
Morras Ledger k Tines !air
Hooting Ad Notice
All real e‘tatti adserreed herein
sutlect to the Federal Fair
Housing act whnh make it
illegal to adserme ans pros,
ersv limastion or deenrinna
hon is...it on rave color reit
gion se, lundisap iannliststanational onion or inter,
hen to make ant Anis preferences. tatx,ns or decnmiria
two
State
roch,1,1nertminatten
thir sale. tental or adverleang
of real e.t.a.> hee.1 taeten
addition
those protested
urider inJeral
los ...It
accept acts
ads erhong tor reale-UV ottial
is nix In s oolsoon Of the law All
persons are hembs informed
that dsteltings advertised are
JkAILINC on an equal opprtu
nits haws
FOf twit, v,..1,1fht..1141 FAIT
Dinning Foherteang require
rnents itintact \ AA Coon,'
1)11,414 '
tims P

Homes For Sake

11.000-S0 FT home In
country. 6BR. 6BA
indoor pool. gymnastum t26. tall cellinge
5acres lake. lots of outside decks. 5 acres up
to 90acres 559-2032
2/3BR, 2BA bock. 2-car garage large-stor
age bam on comer lot
just south of Murray,
pnced under appraisal.
753-3119 293-2482
3BR, 2.5BA, bock,
2.800. sq. ft., 5 years
old, 5 acres Lynn
Grove area 435-4687

/red .P16 riCheP6

We Offer.
•All Sire Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Cltroate Control
Dra
11 111116.0160 11‘

ElEACH
MINI STORAGE
812

180

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

itorr volt, 44.2
5'X 10' tilt utility trailer
S300 978-1430

2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage brck. excellent
condiuon & neighborhood 1402 Carciniai
Dr , Murray Reduced
$120.000 obo
978-1644

Pies & Supplies

4BR, CaiA. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9690
I'alloway Garden
Essex Doe ns
Apartments

2007 Calumet Way
4BR 3 58A see
online at
2007calumetwaycom
767-0106.

Ills

HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel KY
must have references
$150 month + $450
secunty
(270)978-7441

530
Services Mame

ise Far Sais

1BR Apt. upstairs.
some utilities paid, rto
pets S270/mo
767-9037

Compute,
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
RepairsiUpgrades
759.3556

Wednesday. I/et-ember 2. 2009 • 38

Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

06 Toyota Avalon limited, new tires. silver.
61,000 miles. 18,300
obo 293-6430_
01 Taurus. 82k,
S3 100 29'3.7675
'9.10

L

Campers

1977 Dodge class C
motor home
runs
great 270-978-3022.

•

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing:. Manicuring,
landscaping &
tea(Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-18t6 227-0611

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
'Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
*tome, Mobile Home
Repair
416 =,

TOUR 40
MERE FOR

-014LT S7S.00A NORTH,.CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Ham salmi
Res Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or •niall

753-9562 _;
270-978-5655
270-759-92'95
Deer Accident, etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents go Since 1970
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
ServIce Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
insured Emergency
293-1118

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
Funk & tree work

11.11311'11.1m (.i.initt.
---11t19,a70113301 St. Re 12iN

753-8087
Akins Construction
A, lei,
•

ti.•.
‘•

Alem :arr a4e,.)
Braces & FRIO, JOISIS
Remo:king

.110 .4145

• 1,..1,hlif kliV•114••,1:

Oc Inksiiance •
Willi 6

270-703.2016 '
ALL ce ,.
struction
additions. all home &
mobile home repairs
meta: roofs decks
much more
LarryNimmo 227-0587.
753-2353.
ALLIANCE
_TREE ‘,LAWN
CARE
:PROFESSIONALS
-Licensed &
Insured
•Stump-Itemoviii
•Leave your yard
rut free
(270)470-1701

L•ial
VOIC MUM
S•rvIc•
Curbsade or compiete
clean-

753-5726
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION repair
& maintenance on
00Ors & operators
Residential & commercial Locally owned &
operated
293-2357
435-4049

BRUSH &
HAMMER

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

• Painting • Fix -it's

DRYWALL repair &
painting
Free estimates 270-873-9916.

(270)436-2228

FREE
PICK UP

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger &
Times consiciers its
sources rel,aOie. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledge, & Times. nor
any of ots employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activrbes.

• Repairs • Decks

pressure washed
& stained

r

CASEY PITMAN
PIREMIERARC COM
(270)619-5313
•Cereeed *Portable
*Aluminum •Stainiess

Pooi Table Guy

20 Years Experierce
Pool Toles Boer. See,
7314119-4655

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839.
st

David's Horne
Improvement
LLC

sis 1 I

Calloway
WEST
County
Devecipment
•Track hoe
dozer,
backhoe work & septic
systems. top soil &
gravel for sale. We
build you a Horne to
Suite your Needs
270-210-3781.
270-559-2032
..1111EST KENTUCKy
LAWNSCAPES

\I vs. N(.1 N11 \ I
attekls & special p
• locally 0*mA/operated

739-1151 • 293-27133
293-2764
Simmon s handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570

Horoscope

i2;,01 227-8,414
'
•

110400).4 <

nap
••
I v eirsortroistraciii•
< rro t-st011:111Pc
'

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Ira lamellae Near

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might not be on top
Thursday, Dec. 3. 2009:
This year, you might often step of your game and are going
back and think: What should I nowhere fast. Instead of spindo'? You feel unusual and some- ning your wheels. stop. A child or
times conflicting crosscurrents. loved one's power play might
feel all-encompassing. until you
lntnnsic to making good deci- discover
the only way to win is
sions is knowing your ultimate not to play. Tonight: Find your
goals while remaining open to fnends.
new types of processing. Your UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ability to move confidently yet *** In the morning, you grasp
openly through problems while someone's logic, but by the
seeking solutions will be the afternoon, there is little that you
determining factor in your suc- can do. You could be so fed up
cess this year. If you are single, with the process that you barely
no one can deny' your desirabili- know which way: to turn. Tonight:
Just do what you must.
ty. It is for you to choose who SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
21)
and when. If you are attached, **** A key associate or partperhaps you open up a new ner gives you direction. You
dynamic in your interactions by know what is needed to make a
losing previous Judgments, trig- situation more workable. Your
genng a new closeness. CAN- belief system could open many
CER likes to work closely with doors and allow greater flexibility, if you could wipe away judgyou.
ment! Tonight: Put on some holiThe Stars Show the Kind of day music.
Day You'll Have: .5-Dynamic: SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: 21)
*** Others continue to want to
I -Difficult
have things happen as they like.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
You have the ability to move for*** What an odd path yOu
ward and handle a changeable
have experienced in recent
matter. But you might be better
days. First you forge straight
lefftijiu
nsgt °
letting events happen and
ahead, only to get caught and o
thers see the results of
nearly lost in the brambles of life
their actions. Tonight: Dinner
Pressure builds with bossps, and
with a loved one or fnend
your concerns surround home
and family. Do you feel as if you CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
are in a pressure cooker"? You *** You meet someone who
arc. Tonight. Singing a raw tune. really pushes your buttons.
Resist boxing this person in,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
knowing full well what could hap** You could be upset about a
personal matter and are trying to pen. If you relax and understand
rather than impose your will, the
calm down. Discussions open up
in the afternoon allowing greater end results actually might be
better. Tonight. Listen to sornepublicity
and
possibilities.
Agreement might not be a possi- one else's suggestions
bility right now. Tonight: Hanging AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Your humor and creativity
out might be fun.
could save the day. if others are
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Though you might fee: lace in the mood to receive your mesFocus on getting done
you stumbled out of bed. once sage.
what you must in the afternoon.
you pull yourself together, nearly Someone
not understanding
anything can happen If you
could tnp you up Tonight: Do
relax and curb a need to be pos- only
what you consider relaxing.
sessive. a lot opens up. Tonight. PISCES (Feb.
19-114arch 20)
Know what you want.
**** Y011r fire ana energy
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
easily could be misfocused. You
** You move from slow gear to might
wonder what you are
full speed ahead by the after- doing and why.
Listen to news
noon. Be careful. you could step with an eye
to greater possibilion someone's feet inadvertentty. ties and
Dance to
You might want to fix a problem someoneopportunities.
else's tune. lust for
or move in a new direction. now
Tonight: Get into the
Tonight: Think positively. The Chnstmas
spirit . do some etf
world is your oyster
work
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Use the a.m. for anything
D°
IreRcNtor
r°DJAeYan-Luc
you deem important and neces- B
Godard
sary. How you proceed and what (1930), actress Daryl Hannah
,119
96
4801),
happens could be interesting, to (
Ozzy Osboume
say the least Realize you have
had enough of hassles with a Jacqueline Blgar
is on the
key friend, but deal with it diplo- Internet at
vnerwlacquellnebimatically Tonight Say ''yes "
gar.COM.
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COMICS / FEAR RES
Woman fears she may love
newfound family too much

December 2, 2009

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County fudge Executive
Larry Elkins, County Magistrate
Marcia Brandon, City Adnumistraitor Don Elias and 114U11TO Mayor
Freed Curd at the grand operung
of the old county jail on North
Third Street The photograph was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Published is a picture of Andy
Cooper taking a handful of air
cured tobacco front his father,
John, as they prepare their crop
for sale at Farris Loose Leaf
Fli)or The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Barry and Gina Pullen, Nov.
21.
Twenty years ago
Donations to the Murray Fire
Department for the Chnstmas party
for children were present by Murray Fire Chief James Hombuckle were Made by Murray Optimist Club President Bill McCarthy
and Murray LIOrIS Club President
Stese Sexton.
Lochie Hart was honored at
a party at Oakhurst at Murray
State University in celebration of
her 90th birthday.
Births reported include a boy
to Clara and Gary Williams, Nov.
28. and a boy to Terri and Stephen
Cobb, Nov. 29.
Thirty year's ago
Twenty-five display's ranging
from a 30-foot long Santa Claus
and Reindeer Team to a 30-foot
lighted Chnstmas tree are highlights at this year's "Christmas
In the Park."
Published is a picture of the
officers of the Senion Class of
Calloway County High School
who are Kevin Smith. president;
Kerry Lamb, vice president; Karon
Walker. secretary-treasurer; and
Sharon Walker, reporter.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Canico, Nov. 19; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Burks, Nov. 21; a

boy to Mr and Mrs Lianard Gibson, Nos 26
Forty. years ago
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30The home of Mr and Mrs
GayIon McReynolds at Dexter
year-old woman who has
was destroyed by fire on Nov. recently discovered my bio29 at about 3 a.M_
logical family. I hase a wonPublished is a picture of
derful halfHow.ard Boone, son of Mr and
brother and
Mrs Jimmy. Boone, who comseveral other
peted an Punt, Pass & Kick Nationa in azing
al Quarterfinals held at St Louis.
people 1 can
Mo.
call
now
Murray Business & Profesfamily.
sional Women's Club celebrated
The issue
its 42nd birthday at a dinner
strugI'm
meeting at the Murray Womiufs
gling with is
Club house. Each of the former
propresidents told about their s.ears
Dear Abby tny
of service
tound auraeFifty years ago
tion to my
By Abigail
A public open house will be
Van Buren
half-brother.
at Murray State College Wesley
I know it's
Foundation on Dec. 5 from 2 to
morally. wrong. and I may be
5 p.m_ A consecration semce will confusing the newfound relabe conducted by Rev. Walter E.
tionship with him. Your perMiscke, pastoi of First Methodist
spective would be very much
Church, Murray.
Murray. High School Glee Club appreciated. -- CONFLICTED
will present its annual Christmas IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
program at a meeting of the MHS
DEAR
CONFLICTED:
Unit of Parent-Teacher AssociaPhysical attraction is a reflex
tion on Dec. 3, at 7 'p.m. in the
school auditorium with Mrs. -- and not something we can
Blaine Ballard as director.
control. Our BEHAVIOR. on
Recent births reported at Mur- the other hand, is something
ray Hospital include a boy to
we CAN control.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davenport,
This is a case of wrong
Sixty years
time. wrong place. If you had
Approximately 1,500 students
been a member of the royal
from high schols in Kentucky
and Tennessee attended the annu- family in Egypt 3.(K)0 years
ago, you could have married
al High School etas' at Murray
your half-brother and continState Teachers College.
ued the dynasty. But this is 2009
Births reported include a girl
and the USA, so you're just
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Miller
going to have to satisfy your
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Pierce, Nov. 27; a boy to Mr. physical attraction with someand Mrs. James Pierce, Nov 27; one less incestuous.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carlton
•••
Stegmund, Nov 29; a boy to Mr.
DEAR ABBY: Is it rude
and Mrs. John Moore, Nov. 30.
to label one's leftover food
The Amencan Legion and Auxwhen staying with relatives'?
iliary. held its annual Christmas
My husband. daughter and I
party Dec. I at the Murray
visit his family often. When
Woman's Club house.
we go out to eat and bring

Tulin!In Illsterv
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday., Dec 2,
the 336th day of 2009. There are
29 days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On Dec. 2 1859, militant abolitionist John Brown was hanged
for his raid on Harpers Ferry the
previous October. Artist GeorgesPierre Seurat was born in Paris
On this date:
In 1823, President James Monroe outlined his doctrine opposing European expansion in the
Western Hemisphere.
In 1927, Ford Motor Co. formally unveiled its second Model
A automobile. the SUCCCSSOT tO
Model T
ln 1939, New York Municipal
Airport-LaGuardia Field (later
LaGuardia Airport) went into operation as an airliner from Chicago landed at one minute past midnight.
In 1942. an artificially creatE3

'Y

IJ

ed, self-sustaining nuclear chain
reaction was demonsuated for the
first time, ai the University of
Chicago.
In 1954, the Senate voted to
condertm Wisconsin Republican
Joseph R. McCarthy for conduct
that "tends to bnng the Senate
into disrepute.?
In 1969, the Boeing 747 jumbo
jet got its first public preview as
191 peopk, most of them reporters
and photographers, flew from Seattle to NCW York City
In 1970, the Environmental
Protection Agency began operating under director William Ruckelshaus
In 1980, four American churchwomen were raped and murdered
outside San Salvador. (Five national guardsrnen were convicted in
the killings.)
In 1989, President George 1-TVs'.
Bush and Soviet President Mikhail
S Gorbachev held the first talks

of their wind-tossed Malta sumrnit aboard the Soviet cruise ship
Maxim Gorky.
Ten years ago: Relative calm
was restored in Seattle, where a
meeting of the World Trade Organization was greeted earlier with
sometimes violent demonstrations.
All six Republican presidential
hopefuls. including Texas Gov.
George W. Bush. debated in Manchester., N.H. In Northern Ireland,
a power-sharing cabinet of Protestants and Catholics sat down together for the first time.
Five years ago:i President
George W. Bush chose former
New York police commissioner
Bernard Kenk to run the Depanment of Homeland Security.. (Kerik
withdrew his ntune days later, citing unnugration problems with a
former nanny, he later pleaded
guilty to eight felonies, including
lying to the White House.)
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Immune disorders
need specialist
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am con- pain at least tolerable I also take
fused and hope you can shed an 81 -milligram aspirin and sunsome light on some health issues sastatin. I guess for my artery probI am having
lem
In 2007, I was a healthy 46In June 2008, routine blood
year-old female The only health work showed a slight increase in
issue I had was a thoracic back
TSH My doctor and I decidproblem. During that summer. I ed to watch it By December
was Nothered 2008, it had increased to 98. inch,
some caung hypothyroidism. I was shinstomach dis- ed on medication I was told it
comfort sim- was because my inunune system
ilar to spasms
had started attacking my thyroid
The
pain gland.
came
and
Just recently, my mouth has
went for some become very dry, and my fingers
time, finally hurt terribly. My doctor ordered
occurring more blood work. It carne back
daily. I tried that 1 now have Sjogren's synall kinds of drome' I ant told that it causes
Dr. Gott over-thedry eyes and mouth. and often
counter reme- accompanies other autoimmune
By
dies, but noth- disorders. Hc referred me to a
Dr. Peter Gott ing worked. I rhetunatologist, but I am terribly.
went to the distraught over this What is going
doctor when I wasn't able to eat on? Why is my immune system
anything without developing pain, attacking me? Can it be from my,
since I was losing about a pound meds or the combo of them? What
a week
about sidc effects from arty of
The doctor heard a bruit (noise) them? I can't beheve how fast I
in my stomach and sent me for arn grime downhill. What is my
an ultrasound to confirm his find- prognosis', I am depressed about
ing of a blocked artenal blood this and don't know whether I
flow. I went through a lot of tests want to live or can for that matand saw several specialists. I found ter.
out I had three blocked major
Right now, the dry mouth is
artenes and was diagnosed with the worst. I have tried several
chronic rnesentenc ischenua.
things already with r.o difference.
I was floored to say the least. I may have to go on more medI was a healthy woman, 5 feet 2 icine for the joint pain. and I
inches. 115 pounds. I inunectiate- have no spit in my mouth. which
ly quit smoking and went to a MACS for a miserable life. I am
vascular surgeon. 1 opted to have at my wits' end. Please advise.
aorto-synth bypass though a midDEAR READER: I arn not a
line incision. and a hemashield rhromatologist carnoi gi ve yc.ail
was
graft
inserted in February specific advice. I am unclear about
2008 I had some complications. what is happening to your body.
but was released nine days later. For some reason, your immune
My scar has developed into a system has suddenly' switched into
keloid and is very painful, so I overdrive and appears to be attackwas given a pain patch that I ing several areas.
continue to use. The patches don't
I urge you to express you conhelp a lot, but they make the cerns to yoar rheumatologist.

leftovers back to the house.
we usually label them if we
want to eat them later.
It has never seemed out of
the ordinary to me. I was
raised that way. My mother
always said that if I didn't
want something eaten by one
of my siblings. then I should
label it.
Recently, my husband's sister (who is 16! asked if she
could eat the rest of some
pizza we had bought the night
before. I politely responded
that I planned to have it for
lunch. She remarked that she
thinks it is funny that we are
so protective of our food. It
got me to thinking -- is our
behavior odd? -- TAKEN
ABACK IN WASHINGTON
DEAR TAKEN ABACK:
Considering that you come from
a family in which anything in
the fridge was considered fair
game among your
,siblings, it's
not odd al all. And when your
sister-in-law said what she did,
you should have explained that
to her. Had you done so. she
wouldn't have questioned it.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My 20-yearold daughter, "Manssa," is selfcentered, lies compulsively and
does not consider the consequences of her actions. She
has been rti.givssr-,1 with narcissistic personality disorder.
We have just learned that she
is now pregnant. and her father
and I are not happy about it.
We will eventually be meeting the parents of the child's
father. is it our responsibility
to discuss Marissa's problems
with them? Or should we keep
our mouths shut and pretend
we are happy? -- TRYING TO
DECIDE IN WISCONSIN
DEAR
TRYING
TO
DECIDE: poes the young man
know about your daughter's
diagnosis and what it means?
if not, then HE should be told
and the implications explained
to him.
Because your daughter's personality disorder will affect
their son and the grandchiid,
his parents should also be
inforrned. Ideally, he is the
person who should do it. But
if he doesn't. lay all the cards
on the table because the other
grandparents should be prepared.
And no. you do not have
to 'pretend" to be happy about
the situation. And neither do
they.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail N'an Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby. at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

Colird'aCt Bridge
Precision Defense
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
3
VA 9 ft 7 2
•K 4 3
•A 9 8 6
WEST
EAST
alt A K 9 7 6
•5 4
•4
VKQ.1106 5
•A J 9 2
•10 8 7 6
.4 3
•5
SOUTH
Q 10 8 2
V3
•Q 5
•KQJ 10 7 2
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Dble
I
3•
5•
Opening lead
four of clubs.

bidding shown. As happens so often,
the outcome hinged entin:ly on the
ripening lead. After considerahl::
thought, Rosenblum chose to lead a
trump. As a result, the contract had to
go down regardless of hthk deduct
proceeded. When Rosenblum shortly
thereafter got on lead with a sriade.
he led another trump, and South
could not score more than 10 tricks.
Now let's suppose that Rosenblum
had led one of his top spraiks initially..
which most players holding the West
hand probably would hase done. In
that case, South could not have been
prevented from 'lifting three spades
in dummy, and hc would have made
the contract Alternatively., had West
led his singletor heart. declarer also
would hase made the contract.
Actually, Rosenblum's trump lead
was very logical. lie rea.soned that on
Some of the simplest plays in the bidding, both North and Fast
bridge turn oul lo be spectacularly. vi.ere relatively short in spades. This
successful. For a pnme example. in turn meant that South had spade
consider this deal from a national length and would most likely try to
championship some years ago. West ruff his spades in dummy. So, to
was Julius Rosenblum, one of the reduce dummy's potential rutting
founders and Mr many years presi- powe.. Rosenblum decided to lead
dent of the World Bridge Federation. trump, and from that point on.
South reached live clubs on the declarer was fighting a losing battle.
Tomorrow: Silence is riot always golden.
L- 2o04 k mg I caturr•
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I' CANT 1 SOLD
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PREa)ENTS

BUY
AsOCH06
PREeeNTI5

I you've REALLy1
Gar THE
CHRISTmA5
SPIRIT,
GARFIELD

37 The electorate
39 BePy dance
clackers
43 In tetween
state
46 Shrink's reply
(2 wds )
47 Clear, as profit
49 Clumsy boats
51 Look happy
52 Past
53 Nomad dwelling
54 Fax. maybe
55 Half a candy?
56 Linger

Dump a lover
5 Food fish
8 Caesar's
conquest
12 Be compliant
13 Geologic division
14 Horrible boss
15 Row of seats
16 UPS units
17 Wide gap
18 Large aquarium
fish
20 Sunday dinner
21 Interstellar dust
cloud
24 Spiral-horned
antelope
27 Quilting social
28 Janitor's tooi
31 Toshiba rival
32 Vive le —!
33 Scurry
34 Interest aml
35 — Maria
(coffee liqueur)
36 Discoveries
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ABED
SKIY
SAVE AR
PO
HA I LS AN
RO
IFIAR I NG 0
CIFIY CU J G
ATE LOSSES CR
FED EN ET SUE
EM PASTES 0 R E
121111R
RD RUSK
[MRS RAYGUN
KEN T AMED
I laID la
NOS ON E S llE SO
SOY
DDS SIMIA

DOWN
1 Scribble
2 Wading bird
3 Chive relative
4 Despotism
5 "People" person
6 Moon or eye
7 Pub. prosecutors
8 Disco dancer
(hyph.)
9 Water. to Pedro

4

5

6

7

12-202009 United Feature Syndicate inc
10 WvVW
addresses
11 Bugged out
19 A Kennedy
20 'The Facts of
Lrfe" star
8

12

13

14

i5

16

17

1P

19

I..,

10

all
I

21

PlEANIUIT'SX43
TELL ME SIR wok(
00 WE PLAY FOOTBALL
IN THE RAIN ?

BECAUSE WE'RE FANATiCS
MARCIE! UJE'RE ATHLETE
Wi.10 ARE TOTALLX
DEDICATED TO THE &AME

dril
27

31

ill

38

ill
17
1114C

41

III

42

ill

46

0
2 I

,rur.0

Mild

54

MIiii
ill
53
56

I

il

22 Kapitan's
command
(hyph )
23 Grass skirt
go-with
24 Mind reading
25 Rapper
Tone —
26 Kitchen pest
28 Homo sapiens
29 California fort
30 Half qts
32 Carioca's home
33 Alarms
35 Motel room
fixtures
3.6 TGIF part
38 "Crocodile
Rock"
composer
39 Turns sharply
40 Speck on a
globe
41 Explorer
Ponce de -42 8-rated
44 Drier than sec
45 Green pod
47 Seize
48 Psyche
component
50 Farm structure
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Murray State vs.
Eastern Kentucky
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ey MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Billy Kennedy has his style.
Jeff Neubauer has his.
The two head coaches who
square off Thursday on ESPNU
bring two totally different
styles of play into the Regional
Special Events Center and
while it is a concern for
Kennedy, the fourth-year MSU
head coach, he feels comfortable and confident with where
his team is right now.

Eastern
Kennedy
calls
Kentucky a team that relies
heavily on their system both
offensively and defensively.
Kennedy also says that the 5-1
Colonels will more than likely
be the only team that plays the
dreaded 1-3-1 zone on defense
and plays Princeton-style basketball on offense.
"It's very difficult to guard
because you have post guys
that can shoot threes and shoot
them at a high percentage,"

OVC ROUNDUP

Kennedy said of the EKU
offense. "Our post guys are
going to have to guard out on
the floor and that's something
they haven't had to do at all
this year."
Eastern Kentucky is the
league's best 3-point field goal
percentage team at 43 percent.
The Racers (5-1 1. however.
rank fifth at 35 percent.
But when it comes down to
overall scoring and scoring
•See RACERS,2C

2009-10 PREP WRESTLING PREVIEW

Ace in
the hole
EVANSVILLE'S
JUMPER WITH
5 SECONDS TO
PLAY LIF1'S ACES
PAST TTU
!• COOKEVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
.4
1_

A

When: 15 p m Thursday
Where: Regooal Speoal Events
Center
TV/Radlo: ESPNUMFGS 103 7 FM
Records: MSU
l 0-0 OVC)EKU
(5-1 0-0 01/C)
Overall: MSU leads 89-59
Al Murray MSU leads 19.21
Last kaseting: Racers won in OT 7°65 at the RSEC
Trend: The last six meetings have
been cleaned by an average of 5 8
pain%

y:

••••1=1•••••••••••••

Y

Conference
Jeff Neubaurer
Is In his fifth
year at Eastern
Kentucky.
where he has
compiled
an
overall record
of 72-58. In the
last four years.
Neubaurer is 4against
2
Murray State.

COLONELS' 1-3-1 ZONE HAS TRADITIONALLY GIVEN RACERS FITS
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Colt Ryan hit a jumper with 5
seConds on the clock in double
cetertime to lift Evansville to a 91 9t) win over Tennessee Tech on
Talesday night.
: Ned Cox led the Purple Aces
(i.2) with 22 points. Ryan added
14 points, nine rebounds and four
assists while also hitting a 3pointer with 15 second.s left in
regulation.
A charging foul erased Kevin
Myrphy's layup for the Golden
Eagles(3-5) with 3.4 seconds left
forcing overtime.
Tennessee Tech lost another
apparent garne-winner when officials viewed the instant replay and
tilled that Jud Dillard's tip-in for
9,2-91,carne after time expired.
Evansville. which trailed by 15
points in the first half. led 56-50
with 9:36 left in the second.
Tennessee Tech pulled ahead 7064, then the Purple Aces closed
the half with a 9-.1 run.
, Frank Davis led the Golden
Eagles with 19 points, including
four 3-pointers. Murphy added 17
points.
Chattanooga defeats
• lacksonsils Stile 80-71
JACKSONVILLE. Ala. (AP)
-7:- Keegan Bell scored 17 points
t6 lead Chattanooga to an 80-71
victory over Jacksonville State on
Toesday night.
, Bell scored six points in the
final 1:08. hitting four three
ttaiows and a layup to help the
Mocs (4-3) win thc final garne of
a five-game. 10-day road tnp.
' Jacksonville State (24). which
has lost three consecutive garnes.
toiok a 63-62 lead on Trenton
Marshall's layup with 6:35 left,
hitt Jeremy
Saffore gave
Chattanooga a 64-63 advantage
With 6:20 left.
Rick Murphy's free throw tied
the score at 64 with 5:54 remainitis, but Chattanooga stayed in
4entrol after that, outscoring the
datnecocks 16-7.
: Josh Odem and Ricky Taylor
scored 13 points each and Jeff
Stnith added I I points for the
Aloes.
' Marshall scored 20 points to
le,ad Jacksonville State. Jay-R
Strowbridge scored 15. Jeremy
flynum added 14 and Murphy had
13 points and II retiounds for the
amecocks.

,

FADS'S
STAMBISS

School
Eastern Kentucky
Mut ray State
Eastern Illinois
(Vasty') Peay
Tennessee Tech
1acksonville State
SE Missouri State
Morehead State
tJT Martin
Tennessee State
Sill Edwardsville

OVC(Owe)
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

(5-1)
(5-1)
(3-2)
(3-4)
(3-5)
(2-4)
(2-5)
(1-3)
(1-3)
(1-6)
(0-6)

Tosser,
6
,allancmga 80 Jacksonville State 71
Evansville 91 Tennessee Tech 90(20T)
llersday
•E Ky. at Murray St. 6 p.m.(ESPNU)
1Morehead State at UT Marlin
7pm
'I Illinois at Tennessee St
7 30 p m
tSE MissOun at Austin Peay
7 30 p m
labnler
ITenn Tecfl at Jacksonville SI 4 30 p m.
.*Eastem Kentucky at UT Marlin
pm
iEastern Illinois at Austin Peay 7 30 p m
'SE Missouri at Tenn Slate
7 30 p m
'Morehead St at Murray St. 7,30 p.m.

WISER LOUGH

file photo

Calloway County heevysvelght Wesley Potts wrestles during the Holiday Duals tournament at Racer Arena last December. Potts Is one
of two state qualifiers returning to Calloway's roster in 2009-10 as the Lakers oper their season st Union County Thursday.

Finally grown up
iN FIFTH YEAR, CALLOWAY
PROGRAM REACHING MATURITY
BEHIND TWO STATE RETURNEES
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Dickie Walls has noticed he
isn't working quite as hard as he
used to at his Calloway County
wrestling practices.
Walls, the architect. builder
and designer of the Laker
wrestling program, led his team
into its first varsity match four
years ago this December.
He believes his squad legitimized itself last season whcn it
defeated defending state champion Union County and sent a
program-high tour wrestlers to
the
KHSAA
State
Championships.
This fall. he's seen brand new
signs of matunty.

"It's a lot more laid back for
me," said Walls, whose team
opens the 2009-10 season
against his brother's Union
County program Thursday
evening in Morganfield.
"1 have wrestlers who have
enough expenence that they're
directing some of the yiounger
guys. In the past, we haven't
been to that point, but now we
have a more established program.Walls insists his team is no
longer the new kids on the
block, but Calloway hasn't yet
nsen to the level of the region's
upper echelon.
Of the four grapplers who
vvirestled at state last year, only
one returns — junior Robbie

I

have wrestlers who have enough
experience that they're directing some of the

younger guys. In the past, we haven't been to
that point, but now we have a more
y
established program.
— Dickie Walls
Calloway County wrestling coach and program founder
on the inaturity level of his squad
Fnedrich.
Senior Wesley Potts. who
went to Frankfort as an alternate, is also back and tioth are
ranked in the preseason top 15 in
the state in their weight classes.
Potts, a heavyweight who
wrestles out of the 285-pound
weight class. has designs on a
region title after placing fifth in
the First Region last year.
He'll have to contend chiefly
with
Paducah
Tilghman's
Brandon Hamilton. who placed

Calloway County
At A Glance
yea,
Coach. DWI.. Walt,
Who's pone: Ethan Taylor• Corey
Dwyer Gauen Lawson Keaton
Stand• Wheel Treadway'
Who's back: Wesley Potts' (Sr ,
285) Shaun Spann (Sr , 171), Aaron
Littlepage (Jr , 145), Justin Hargrove
:Jr 2151. Robbie Fnedrich• (Jr . 125).
Chns Hall (So 130), Bradley Bryan
(So 135) Chanie Courtney (So .
152), Jaylon Blanton (So 160)
Who's new: Caleb Lyell (Sr , 152),
Austin Anderson (Sr 189), Tyler
Amos (Jr too). Kyie Cox (SO , 130).
Jamie Revell (Fr . 171) Hayden
Burtiey (Fr 171), Dakota Dukes (Fr ,
171)
Guotable: We have a more established program They know what's
expected of them and Itkey re able to
work so it s definitely a difterent teei
the year " — Dicke Walls
'— qualrhed for the KHSAA State
Championships in 2009

third in the region and defeated
him twice last season, both on 10 decisions in overtime.
Getting off the cusp and into
the state tournament after going
as an altemate in both his sophomore and junior seasons would
seem to be a satisfactory aspiration for Potts. but the baker
football offensive lineman has
set the bar even higher.
"I want to place at state," he
said, a goal that would make

LAKER.- SCHEDULE
Dec 3 al Union Co IL Tiger TodnIsinonl
H°911-rr1a 199 19 • / I: at Pechacan
Taubman, 15. FORT CAMPBELL, 17 at
Cairaveli Co 19: Armstrong Classic al
Caldwell Co (9•rn I 22: HOLIDAY DUALS
110 •m I 30: Chnswo
Irm/a1rOnal
Mare)
Jan. 2: hew Duals at liamn 111 8 a m
7: et Unensrstly Heiglas, %Mord
wee Frankton, ia•m I 14: TRiGG CO.
is Crsawamoe Immo al Charlotte Tenn (8
a rn 23: Team Regionals at Un,,,n Co. re
a m 24- UNION CO 30: CAL LOWAY CO
INVITE (9 a r'r1 1
Fax. 4. CHRISTIAN CC 6: Blulleares
Tournament al Fort Campbell (9 am) 13:
Raison 1 Toumarrient at Ohio CO (9 a rn
111-20 Slate Tournament Frankfort

•See WRESTLING, 2C

HOME MATCHES W ALL CAPS
aa ta,e,6 p
°MOSS %Me OlnarVese

PREP HOOPS ROUNDUP

Second-half run lifts Tigers past Fulton City
STUBBLEFIELD
LEADS MURRAY IN
SEASON OPENER
Iltalf Roped
An 8-0 run to start the second half
tsoosted Murray to a 63-56 victory' at
Fulton City in Tuesday night's season
opener

The Tigers led by four at the half and
extended that lead to 12 early in the third
quarter with eight unanswered points
sparked by a three-pointer from senior
post player Mark Stubblefield.
Stubblefield led Murray with 19
points while larvae Langford poured in
17 and junior Marte Foster added 13.
Demarquis Young led Fulton City
with 17 points and the Tigers held
Bulldog standout Jacquise Lockett to just
six points.

Murray improved to 1-0 on the season
while Fulton City fell to 0-2 after losing
to Mayfield Monday night.
The Tigers' Friday night game at Lone
Oak has been canceled due to the Purple
Flash's presence in the Class 4A state
tOotball championship earlier that day.
Murray returns to the court Tuesday in
its home opener against Fulton County.
Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m.

This Week in Prep Hoops
Monday
Henry Go (Tenn ) boys 58 Calloway Co 56
Murray girls 74 Peidtand 45
Tuesday
Murray boys 6) Fulton City 56
Saturday
Calloway Co boys al Reictland
7 30 p m
Monday
Callow.% Co urns vs Ballard Memonar
8 m

• — io,ir000ss Tournament at Massac County
(III )

2('• '1% ednit.da. Ilecentiver 2.
21109

SPIN{ I's

Aliirra% I edger & I rotes

PGA ROUNDUP

Mum is still the word for Woods
By MIKE SCIIIIDDIER

• to Gruhhs
-Hey. it•s. ult. it s I ietti I
need you to do me a huge Loot
Cm. .an you please. uh. take
your name t4I
1111011C \I
wife went through no phone
Nfld. uh- 111.
‘411,101-!
you can. please take you! name
ott that and. um. and uhai do
you call it rust hace at as a num
her on the %ob.-email. lust ha% e
as your telephone nutithet
That's it. OK Nou gotta do this
for me Huge Qui.1,1% All nett!
1:1,%e
The A.sociated Pies. could
not continn Woods Vkas Ille

Associated Press Writer
ANDO. I la
-APi 1,t_ref V10,,LI•
ha% 10 ..4%
\L old to :eel Florida troopers oft
1 I.
I he same strateg%
may

el- his pri% ate lite
lite police unpin% into the
cad% morning car t.i.ish in% 01%
the %. oild'. 1110,4 1.1(110U, Atli. it. ....Mlle tgi .1 LIOse

though Woods ietused to
talk to the I lorida Highway
Paint! Woods %. as charged uith
k
LIERIIIV. V.111.11 came,
N I ri4 tine and tour points on his

C‘t.11

Noods.
ag:iit,
lai k
Steinberg.. did not im metaate.%
1
return an e-mail requesting com
ment
An .AP reporter uent to a re,
ideme in Escondido Calif on
Tuesday night seeking .timment
trom Grubbs A person cc h‘.
identified hiniselt as Cod% came
to the dotii but didn't open it.
said she uasn't there
When asked Lk helllet
W.Eteklk, paid Grubb. lot lief
stor. spoke0A ornan Cheryl
Croule% said. -As a policy. %%it
do not comment on obtaining
stones or photo transactions
Woods. mearm He.remained
in seclusion in the e‘elusoe
gated community ot Isleuonh.
uhile some ot the voirld's top
golfers
Mere
tri Southern
California preparing tot the start
tit a tournament he hosts

1•11,1 .:•00..1 twos tor Vtoods
%%.i.'cowl eil to the 1.:0‘ ell •101')
,t1.
VLettAlk 111.4la/tIle. WhICh
1111, IleLk s•lalld• Wednesday.
.111 11'01 `t I k"
had
a 31Itronill at tan v‘ith the ...odd
No 1 etiliet
Jaimee Grubbs told the maga/me she met NOOd• al a 1....t•
illas nightclub the ueek Ate!
Me 'Oil' Master.
t‘% months
beton: Woodsile. Elm
\ottlegren. ga‘e birth to their
;itst child Grubbs claims to
'hoe proot 111 31111 te‘i messages
AA ednestla%
morning
the
inaraime published
it said
as a cob...mail pro. ided h.
ant+,that she said %%as lett b.
AA ood, on \o. 24. three da.,
h. lore his early morning ,a1
clash In the %oreemail. a man

%%trod, 11114' IIIILITte• 1tom
lash. isstleil a
stalellle111
'
/
1
411111LIa‘ sa‘ ing he mould not
allitli,1 01
m tIkt bek lop
Vk lki
‘1,%rods
llo
hIleth
titl,
Ittlls Ate!
L /.1k11.
MALI •thlki %cult noestigaiors.
%%Ito a•ke.11 to see him on three
dillteteni occasions Instead. he
ided his &Icel., II.
‘
t ttli.h
'
tlit alto.

h
d

I.'"!he pattol
not porsult”.:
,tonotal Amp:. ot thus mattet
not r. thew .111‘ IC.41111011\ 01
other e.'dens e to support au.
adthtional chalet.. 01 an. kind
othei than the.liar ge
k.
srl Kim I1tonics.
silklkes111,111 101 the IlIght%.11.
pal101
the kelehIll
•Iallt• 01 \It Woods. the Florida
High....1% Patrol has completed
its in% estigation in the same pit,lessional marine' it since. tii
complete each tiattic itoestrea
ti"Attei consulting uith the
local prosecutor office. rti‘es
tigatots also cle.bled there c.a.
insufficient e% 'den.... to issue .1
subpoena that %could hoe go en
Mem a.cess to tecoids nom his
hospital 'sit atter the clash.
Moines said
1 he alleeation, I. Week'.
ot an Alan %kith Grubbs came
on the heels of last .i.eek's
National I mimic! story alleging
Woods had been seeing NeVk

Bnziness•Home•Car•Health•Life

!sculled% adds that getting the rob done
on ottense is the hest remedy tor defeating
I 1st 's I 1 -1 /one. hut also realizes one
mg statistic that stands out tor him
horn last ear.
\NC' e had problems in the past turning
.• hall ii.ei and I knou last y oar. second
yanie
'the first halt. ue tumed the hall

o‘er too many times.- he said "We 11.1%e to
limit our mistakes araito.1 their /one Since
l‘e heen here. Eastern Kentrick
has
probably go.en us the most difficult time.
Our style ot play contrast
Akrhat's not been contrasting tor EKtI
has. been the solid start t rum iumor
guard/foruard )11•1111 S10111111e•
This ueek's OA'(' ['Loci ot the Aeek.
Storni-rte. v,:t. named the MVP tit the
O'Reilly Auto Parts CBI: Richmond SuhRegional atter leading FAL to a 3-0 record
in the e%ent.
In tour total games last ueek
v. into. the 111111o1 ,i‘er.qled 14 5 points„.4 5

David

,lootcsti,
au\ ludo
stemottor
twin the
hien' \lid Art aitot
Ile k 1.11 Ille Ile111111101,mho L ailed
I •alt.1
oods kilt, not appeal
to be dri. mg under the influence
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Sports
▪ The MHS Fastpitch Club will meet on Wednesday. Dec 2 at 5 45
p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. Fund-raising events, field work and coming
season will be on the agenda. All persons interested in the fastpach softball program in the Murray Schools are invited to attend For more info.
please e-mail mwinchester @murray-ky net
▪ The Murray State Student Athlete Advisory Council iSAACi 12
Days of Christmas Can Food Drive began on Tuesday. Nov 17 and vial
conclude on Dec. 4
This community service project is a competition between Ohio Valley
Conference schools to see which athletic department can collect the
most items tor a chantable organization in their community
MSU's SAAC and student athletes will be collecting items for Need
Line of Calloway County Last year. over 7.700 items for Need Line were
collected. including 640 dozen eggs for their Christmas baskets
How can you make a difference",Bring non-penshable food items to
the basketball games on Nov 28 Or Dec 3 or drop them off at the
Athletic Department Office in Stewart Stadium Any items are welcome,
however. Need Line is low on SOup. macaroni and cheese. tuna beanS
and peanut butter
You can also make a monetary donation to help purchase eggs tor
the Christmas baskets icollection at the Dec 5 garnel
IN The Calloway County Touchdown Club Fish Fry will be heid
Sunday. Dec 6 from 11 a m to 2 p.m. at the CCHS cafeteria TicketS
can be purchased from any CCHS football player or by calling t2701
227-3255 or (2701 293-2479. Tickets will be available at the door on
Sunday, Dec. 6 as well The fish fry will be catered by Holmes Family
Restaurant. Items are being collected to raffle at the fish fry
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By NINE
Associated Press Wnter
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) Tiger Woods didn't have to say. a
word to get Florida troopers off
his case. The same strategy may
be harder to pull off when it
comes to the tabloid media probing his pnvate life.
The police inquiry into the
early morning car crash involving the world's most famous athlete came to a close Tuesday.,
even though Woods refused to
talk to the Florida Highway
Patrol. Woods was charged with
careless driving, which carries a
$164 fine and four points on his
driving record.
That good news for Woods
was tempered by the cover story
of Us Weekly magazine, which
hits newsstands Wednesday.
alleging that a Los Angeles
cocktail waitress had a 31month affair with the world's
No. 1 golfer.
Jaimee Grubbs told the magazine she met Woods at a Las
Vegas nightclub the week after
the 2007 Masters-two months
before Woods' wife, Elin
Nordegren, gave birth to their
first child. Grubbs claims to
have proof in 300 text messages.•
Wednesday morning. the
magazine published what it said
was a voicemail provided by
Grubbs that she said was left by
Woods on Nov. 24, three days
before his early morning car
crash. In the voicemail, a man

still the word for Woods
says to Grubbs:
"Hey, it's, uh. it's Tiger. I
need you to do me a huge favor.
Um, can you please, uh, take
your name off your phone. My
wire went through my phone.
And, uh, may be calling you. If
you can, please take your name
off that and, um, and what do
you call it just have it as a number on the voicemail. just have it
as your telephone number.
That's it, OK. You gotta do this
for Me. Huge. Quickly. All nght.
Bye."
The Associated Press could
not confirm Woods was the
caller.
Woods.
agent,
Mark
Steinberg, did not immediately
return an e-mail requesting comment.
An AP reporter went to a residence in Escondido, Calif. on
Tuesday night seeking comment
from Grubbs. A person who
identified himself as Cody came
to the door but didn't open it,
said she wasn't there.
When asked whether Us
Weekly paid Grubbs for her
story, spokeswoman Cheryl
Crowley said, "As a policy, we
do not comment on obtaining
stones or photo transactions."
Woods, meanwhile, remained
in seclusion in the exclusive
gated community of Isleworth,
while some of the world's top
golfers were in Southern
California preparing for the start
of a tournament he hosts.

Woods. citing injuries from the York nightclub hostess Rachel
crash, issued a statement Uchitel. who has denied it.
Monday saying he would not
That story came out just two
attend or play in the Chevron days before Woods wrecked his
World Challenge.
SUV in the early morning hours
Woods, who was bnefly following Thanksgiving. The
unconscious after the crash, accident - and Woods' refusal
never spoke with investigators. to answer questions - fueled
who asked to see him on thrre speculation among tabloids and
different occasions. Instead. he gossip Web sites about a possiprovided his driver's license, ble dispute between Vv'oods and
vehicle registration and proof of his wife, who told police she
insurance, as required by Flonda used a golf club to smash the
law.
back windows of the SUV
The patrol "is not pursuing help him out.
cnminal charges in this matter
But Montes said there were
nor is there any testimony or "no claims of domestic violence
other evidence to support any by any individual" stemming
additional charges Of any kind from the accident. And an attorother than the charge of careless ney for the neighbors who called
driving," said Sgt. Kim Monies, 911 said Woods did not appear
a spokesman for the highway to be driving under the influence
patrol. -Despite the celebrity. and showed no signs of having
status of Mr. Woods. the Flonda been in a fight.
Highway Patrol has completed
Attorney Bill Sharpe said the
its investigation in the same pro- Adams family found Nordegren
fessional manner it strives to kneeling beside her husband,
complete each trafftc investiga- upset about his injuries Sharpe
tion."
said Woods appeared woozy and
After consulting with the had scratches on his face and
local prosecutor's office, inves- that his wife was trying to contigators also decided there was sole him. The Adamses wrapped
insufficient evidence to issue a Woods in a blanket and made
subpoena that would have given sure he didn't move.
them access to records from his
By skipping his tournament.
hospital visit after the crash, Woods was able to escape the
Montes said.
TV cameras and a horde of
The allegations in Us Weekly media seeking more details. The
of an affair with Grubbs came event was to be the last of the
on the heels of last week•s year for Woods anyway, and he
National Enquirer story alleging did not say when or where he
Woods had been seeing New would make his return next year.
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From Page IC
defense. the Racers rank No. 1 in both categories while EKU is third and second
respectively.
Murray State scores an average of 84.8
points per game and holds opponents to
58.8.
Kennedy- adds that getting the job done
on offense is the best remedy for defeating
EKU's 1-3-1 zone. but also realizes one
gtaring statistic: that stands out for him
from last year.
"We've had problems in the past turning
the ball over and I know last year. second
garne in the first half, we turned the ball

over too many times," he said. "We have to rebounds and 4.2 assists per game while
limit our mistakes against their zone. Since shooting 48.8 percent (21-of-43) from the
I've been here, Eastern Kentucky has field and 90.9 percent (10-of-11) from the
probably: given us the most difficult time. free throw line.
Our style of plays contrast."
Stommes is actually third in the conferWhat's not been contrasting for EKU ence in scoring. traiiing UT Martin's
has been the solid start from junior Benzor Simmons and Morehead State's
guard/forward Justin Siommes.
Kenneth Faried.
'This week's OVC Player of the Week,
"Justin Stommes is playing as well as
Stommes was named the MVP of the anyone in the league and maybe as well as
O'Reilly Auto Parts CBE Richmond Sub- anyone in the country," Kennedy added.
Regional after leading EKU to a 3-0 record "His field goal percentage is really good.
in the event.
He's playire the 1 and the 5 and everyIn four total games last week (all EKU thing in between. He creates a lot of probwins), the junior averaged 14.5 points, 4.5 lems for us defensively."

•Wresting
From Page IC
him the first Calloway grappler
to-do so in the history of the program "I've just been working
on doing moves back-to-back,
hitting them quick and being
more relaxed and smooth with
my moves."
Friedrich wrestled out of the
112-pound weight class at state
as a sophomore, but will start
this season at 125 pounds. He
could move down to 118 late! in
the season, depending on which

class is more favorable for him,
Walls said.
For Calloway's top two
wrestlers, the goals are similar,
but the methods by which each
hopes to get there are very different.
"We're trying to slow Wesley
down," Walls said. "We're looking for more quality out of
moves rather than quantity.
"With Robbie, we're trying
to speed him up. He's tremendously fast. he just doesn't realize it yet. We're trying to get

CALLOWAY COUNTY TOUCHDOWN
FISH FRY
Sunday, December 6th
111)0am-2:00pm
Calloway County High School Cafeteria

Tickets $10 for adults & $8 child (12 and under)
Tickets are available from any Calloway County Football Player
or by calling 270-293-2479 or 270-227.3255
Tickets also available at the door on Sunday. December 6th
Carry out orders available as well
Items are being collected for a silent auction at the Fish Fry.
fIstiowav throat./ C
.
UMW

/0111(4101 1

• go coric join us otter church 'n" a soJthern I' is), Fry and all the fur'catering by Holnws Farthly Rtmtaurantl
All proceeds benefrt the Calloway County Football Program.

him to use his speed and
T'he Lakers trained under a
strength more. For a 125-pound new weightlifting regimen in the
kid, he's pretty strong."
offseason. one designed by a
Senior Shaun Spann and jun- Muffay State strength and conior Aaron Littlepage are also ditioning coach and geared more
program veterans and are join- toward muscle endurance.
ing Friedrich and Potts in leader"In wrestling. it doesn't help
ship roles. Spann will wrestle if you're real strong in the first
out of the 171-pound class while 30 seconds." Walls says. "You
Littlepage is at 145.
have to be real strong the last 30
Calloway lost just three sen- seconds."
iors off Last year's squad, one of
Calloway faces a rigorous
which was state qualifier Ethan month of December, opening
Taylor. but will be missing sev- against state runner-up Union
eral other grapplers, something County
before
battling
that has served to water down Hopkinsville, Daviess County
promising junior and senior and Caldwell County - all
classes.
squads among the state's top 50
But Walls is excited about the - at Hopkinsville's Tiger
youth in his program. With five Tournament this weekend.
wrestlers. the sophomore class is
The Lakers host their home
the largest on the team and will opener Tuesday at 6 p.m. against
be relied upon if the Lakers hope Fort Campbell at Jeffrey
to compete within the region as Gymnasium and will hold their
a team.
annual Holiday Duals tourna"I want to see them mature ment, which moves from
quickly," Walls says of his Murray State's Racer Arena to
younger grapplers. "I don't want CCHS, on Dec. 22.
to take a year or two to see them
Though his squad will be
mature. We're teaching a lot young, Walls has the numbers
more advanced techniques than and the correct distribution to
we ever have.
fill each weight class.
"Vv'e'll see once we get into
"We have a full team. which,
competition. but here in prac- talking to some of the other
tice, they've really picked up on coaches around the region, is a
the new system we're teaching." good thing because a lot of them

•

Cerruti Co 56. Whearnatown 54
Ciay Co 58, Prestonsburg 29
Cumberland 51, Southwestern 47
Daviess Co 76 Meade Co 27
Deming 73 Augusta 57
Elizabethtown 57 Adair Co 35
Ev Day Ind 73. Frederick Frau(' 38
Fierning Co 85. Rowan Co 51
Franklin Co 60, Bulktt East 55
Fulton Co 56, Commuraty Christian
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95, Eminence 29
George Rogers Clark 91 North Laurel
39
Greenup Co 58. Paintsville 53
Greenwood 70. Allen Co -Scottsville 53
Henan 39. Lee ray). va. 33
Harlan Co 51. PineviNe 42
Henderson Co 76. Ey Memorial, Ind 68
Hentage HiNs. Ind 54. Hancock Co 51
June Buchanan 96. Red Bird 41
Knott Co Central 1,7 Jenkins 25
Lest* Co 53, Whrtley Co 50
Lex Lafayette 95, Montgomery Co 62
Lex Tates Creek 68 Lew Henry Clay 53
Lex Tates Creek 68. Lex Henry Clay 53
Lexington Catholic 76. Coy Catholic 57
Lou Atnerton 91 Lou Brown 81
Lot/ Ballard 79, Lex Bryan Station 47
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Lou Christian Academy 64, Lex
Christian 62
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Francis 14
Lou Seneca 69. Lou Iroquois 60
Lou Valley 84 Lou Shawnee 75
Lou Western 59. Lou Moore 56
Madison Southern 64. Madison Central
59
Manon Co 91, Garrard Co 44
McLean Co 76, Cannelton. Ind 38
Menrtee Co 71. Lex Sayre 69
Mercer Co 73. McCreary Central 70
Model 60 Montiortan 57
Muhlenberg County 66. Hopkinsville 60
Murray 63 Fulton City 56
Nelson Co 61 Central Hardin 49
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31
Owsley Co 63 Jackson Co 59
Pendleton Co 50. Campbell Co 47
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Pike Co Central 72, Allen Central 56
Reidland 100 Dawson Spnngs 53
Rock Creek Academy Ind 69 Evangei
Christian 62
Russell 74, Boyd Co 37

Rubs& Co 61 Lincoln Go 49
Russellville 96 Butler Co 43
Shelby Co 83 Lex Paul Dunbar 61
Simon Kenton 69 °Wham Co 52
South Floyd 70, Gorda 58
South Oldham 80 Ludlow 23
Taylor Co 62 washingion Co 23
Taylor Co 62 Washington Co 23
Trimble Co 40 Henry Co 37
Union Co 70. Crittenden Co 46
University Heights 80 Todd Co Centrtil
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Wayne Co 61 Rockcastle Co 51
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Whrtesville Tnnity 70 Logan Co 60
Wolfe Co 98 Oneida Baptist 71
Woodlord Co 85. Bourbon Co 46
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Henry County, Tenn 61. MarshaN Co 30
Anderson Co 52 Lex Latayene 48
207
Bardstown 56 Spenc..er Co 34
Berea 51. Barbourville 36
Bishop Brossart 53, Bellevue 21
Boyle Co 62. East Jessamine 61
bullitt East 58. Lou Pleasure Ridge Park
33
Burgin 60, Lou Portland Christian 19 ,
Calchveil Co 63 Lyon Co 51
Caverns 74. Campbellsville 40
Cov Holy Cross 54 Dixie Heights 46
East Carter 74 Elliott Co 53
Frankfort 46 Harrison Co 36
Glasgow 49. Edmonson Co 35
Heath 65. Graves Co 46
Lex Henry Clay 54 Pans 46
Lincoln Co 50 Lexington Catholic 48
Livingston Centre' 63 Hopkins Co
Central 62
Lone Oak 58. Hickman Co 45
Lou Atherton 55. Lou Brown 31
Lou Ballard es Lc:: Fcm. Crcol"
Lou Butler 63, Lou Southern 37
Lou Central 74 Lou Fairdale 40
Lou Christian Academy •57 South
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31
Lou Male 81. Lou Presentation 76
Lou Moore 65 Lou Western 43
Lou Shawnee 77 Lou Valley 26
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McLean Co 68, Cannelton Ind 28
Meade Co 58. S Central (Harrison;
Ind 56
Metcalfe Co 62. Warren East 50
Nelson Co. 57. Ceintral Hardin 20
Nelson Co 57 Central Hardin 20
Oldham Co 76 Westem Hills 68
Prke Co Central 54, Phelps 28
Rockcastle Co 61. Wayne Co 36
Russellville 47, Butter Co 39
scon 42 Pendleton Co 39
Somerset 47 Barren Co 45
South Laurel 59 Middlesboro 39
Southwestern 77 Cumbertand Co 44St Henry 54. Lou Assumphon 47
Trigg Co 69 Fort Campbell 19
Union Co 45 Crittenden Co 41
Walton-Verona 73 Conner 62
Whrtebeld Academy 61, Lou Collegiate
23

SportsBriefs
•The MHS Fastpitch Club will meet on Wednesday, Dec. 2 at 5:46
p.m. in the MHS cafetena. Fund-raising events, field work. and comind
season will be on the agenda. AP persons interested in the fastpitch soft,
ball program in the Murray Schools are invited to attend. For more info;
please
rnwinchester @murray-ky net

• The Murray State Student Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC)
Dnve began on Tuesday, Nov. 17 and will
conclude on Dec. 4.

Days of Chnstmas Can Food

This community service proiect is a competition between Ohio Valley
Conference schools to see which athletic department can collect the
most items for a chantable organization in their community.
MSU's SAAC and student athletes will be collecting items for Nriyal
Line of Calloway County_ Last year, over 7,700 iterns for Need Line mei,
collected. including 640 dozen eggs for their Chnstmas baskets.
How can you make a difference? Bring non-penshable food items:••
the basketball garnes on Nov. 28 or Dec. 3 or drop them off at tiki
Athletic Department Office in Stevvart Stadium. Any items are welconlii;
however, Need Line is low on soup, macaroni and cheese, tuna, beatig
and peanut butter.
- •
You can also make a monetary donation to help purchase eggs jaT
the Christmas baskets (collection at the Dec 5 game)
III The Calloway County Touchdown Club Fish Fry will be hetEl
Sunday. Dec. 6 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the CCHS cafeteria. Ticke•
can be purchased from any CCHS football player or by calling (2M
227-3255 or (270) 293-2479. Tickets will be available at the door •Gia
Sunday, Dec. 6 as well. The fish fry will be catered by Holmes Fareallf
Restaurant. Items are being collected to raffle at the fish fry

don't," he said.
"We've got a lot of young
kids that look pretty promising.

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

We'll just have to see how they
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PREP SCOREBOARD

Tuesday's Scores
By The Assoelsead Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
Ashland Bauer 80 Lewes Co 75.07
Banen Co 58 Somerset 49
Berea 66 Lynn Camp 63
Bethlehem 49. Hart Co 47
Betsy Layne 76 Magofhn Co 40
Boone Co 911. Pyle 56
Bracken Co 79. Silver Grove 72
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COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP
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eality Check

That old
familiar
feeling

CARDINALS GET LESSON IN HUMILITY AFTER LOSS TO UNLV
ay MIL GRAVES
AP Sports VVriter
LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) —
t's a lesson Rick Pitino has
carried with him for three
decades. one he learned as a
young coach at Boston University when he was just an
pp-and-comer looking to make
p name for himself.
The then 25-year-old coach
ktpt worrying about how good
his young players were. and
he feared frontloading the schedple with a series of relatively
easy home games just to fatten up the win column would
do little to prepare the Terriers for conference play.
So Pitino asked around. looking for a little guidance. The
answer from the basketball people he trusted was simple: hit
the road. Nobody says you have
to play in your own zip code
the first six weeks of the sea'son.
"They kept telling me, if
ISAAC BREKKEN
AP
you want to develop a great Louisville head coach Rick Pitino Instructs his team during the first half Saturprogram, a great team. take a day against UNLV In Las Vegas.
tioung team on the road into to
stand up and fight every asked how practice has been energetic minutes while mak'a hostile environment a couple step along the way,"
Pitino said. since the Cardinals returned ing the kind of hustle plays
times and you'll find OtIt What
And the Cardinals found out home. Before. he was simply that earn major points with his
you have," Pitino said.
they still have plenty to learn. tired at the end off another coach.
„More than 30 years later.
"It wasn't fun, that's for grueling two-hour session. Now.
"He had three guys over his
the advice is still paying div- sure." said freshman
forward he's exhausted.
back on one play and still made
idends.
Mike Marra."It was a little over"We've lost our breaks." he the bucket," Pitino said. "I think
It's why the Louisville coach whelming."
said.
he mixed it up very well in a
'scheduled a cross-country road
Which is exactly what PitiPartly because the Cardinals very intense environment."
trip in November for a rare no was hoping for. a game that have lost guards Peyton Siva
Now comes a month at home
tnie road garne against UNLV. would prepare the Cardinals firm and Preston Knowles. Tbe two to work
out the kinks. Louisville
On a team featuring eight fresh- what lay ahead while giving will likely sit out Wednesday's plays its next eight games at
men and sophomores in the them a reality check in the game against Stetson (2-4) with Freedom Hall before heading
rotation, Pitino didn't want the process.
minor injuries. Pitino expects to Rupp and the kind of atmosCardinals' first experience on
"We did everything but get both of them to return in the phere that will make what the
life away from Freedom Hall a win," he said. "It was prob- next week or so if not soon- Cardinals experienced at UNLV
to be at Rupp Arena on Jan. ably the most hostile environ- er, but their absence gives him seem like a quiet study group
2 against Kentucky.
ment we've faced since I've an opportunity to test Marta at the library.
While the 20th-ranked Car- been here. which is a good and fellow freshman Rakeem
That's fine with Pitino. A
dinals fell 76-71 to the Run- thing. because that's what we Buckles.
small taste of adversity at this
nin' Rebels, Pitino hardly wanted."
"These guys, they don't have point in the season is fine.
seemed bothered by the outBesides, the defeat gave Piti- too much fear," Pitino said.
The Runnin' Rebels exposed
come after watching his team no an opportunity to put his team
Particularly Buckles, who Louisville's weaknesses — a
rally from a 19-point second back through the grinder after will get the first start of his lack of communication on
half deficit to tie the game before four relatively easy wins to career on Stetson because of defense, too many challenged
falling in the final minutes.
his spirited play against UNLV. shots on offense — and Pitiopen the season.
"I found out they're willing
Marra rolled his eyes when The 6-foot-8 fonvard had 10 no knows he needs plenty of
to not give in, they're willing
points and I I rebounds in 21 time to fix them.

i

No. 10 TAR HEELS BEAT
No.9 SPARTANS 89-82
too much of this game.
one game. It's a big win. We're
going to love it until midnight.
then we'll start thinking about
the next game we play."
The teams met twice last
season at Detroit's Ford Field.
with North Carolina winning
by 35 points in the early season Challenge. Then came the
89-72 win in April for the program's fifth NCAA championship, a game in which North
Carolina led by 24 points in
the first half. It was a performance that pin a damper on
the Spartans' thrilling tournament run that had galvanized
the economically battered state.
of Michigan.
Coach Tom Izzo had said
he didn't plan to use hist season as motivation, though some
of his players admitted they
were eager for another shot at
the Tar Heels. And as if -Ike
Spartans needed any reminders
of what happened in April, the
blue-clad students near the
home bench greeted them for
pregame wArmups with chants
of "Banner! Banner!" while
pointing to the one hanging in
the Smith Center rafters to
commemorate last season's title.
The Tar Heels pitched in, too.
At one point. they had nearly
duplicated the 55-34 title-game
lead they carried into the locker room at halftime.
•
"It's getting pretty sickening." , said Draymond Green.
who had 13 points for Michigan State. "They're a top proseason," coach Roy Williams gram in the nation. but so are
said. "We're not going to make
v.e.

By AAROPI BEARD
AP Basketball Writer
CHAPEL HILL. N.C. (AP)
— North Carolina kept running the court. knocking down
shot after shot and building a
big lead that Michigan State
never would erase.
Sound familiar?
Eight months after beating
the Spartans to win the national championship, the 10thranked Tar Heels did it again
to No. 9 Michigan State. This
time. they got career-best scoring performances from sophomores Ed Davis and Larry
Drew 11 in Tuesday night's 8982 victory that could be key
for a young team that's still
taking shape after losing so
much star power from last season.
Davis scored 22 points on
8-of- 10 shooting for the Tar
Heels (7-1), while Drew had
18 points and hit five free
throws in the final minute to
help the Tar Heels hold off a
late rally by the Spartans (5.21. North Carolina, which shot
58 percent. led by as many as
19 points early in the second
half to beat Michigan State for
the second straight year in the
ACC/Big Ten Challenge.
It was probably the best
perfomiance of the young season for a team that lost NBA
first-round draft picks Tyler
Hansbrough, Ty Lawson and
Wayne Ellington from last season's champion.
"It's still early, early in the
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DESPITE 5-1 snuff, NEUBAUER SAYS EASTERN KENTUCKY sna HAS ROOM

B
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!SAUL"' CANAAN
has made such an impact
already in ats games titat Ire
leads the Racers in three-point
and free throe. pervantage at
.462 and .920 respecthrely

3/4
This is the third straight season
and fourth in the List fire games
that Murray State kas opened Ohio
Vaffey Conference play with
Eastern Kentucky

Murray State's Danero
Thomas is 2i points alf, r
from becoming the 35th
member of the Racer
1,000-Foint Club.
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MURRAY STATE

FOR IMPROVEMENT

It) MICHAEL DANN
Sports Ecinor
oth Murray State and Eastern Kentucky enter Thursday. night's opening tilt of Ohio Valley Conference
play s- I
Both teams have shown the ability to get out of the gate early arid with a nationally televised ganie on
the Sk'orld Wide Leader in Sports. there's the possibility of a lot being made of this game Thursday night.'
And that's why Jeff Neubauer has to stop the speculation.
The fourth-year head coach at Eastem Kentucky is reminded of where his team was picked in the preseason and where Murray State was picked.
Suffice to say. Neubauer takes solace in the notion that he can walk softly and carry a big stick.
"For our guys, the expectations that have been set by others in the conference are no( that much," he said. "We're
playing another ha.sketball game where we are trying to improve. but we're playing the team that's picked to win
the league at their place. Certainly no one is expecting us to win this ballgarne."
That's not to say that Neubauer is downplaying the importance of Thursday night's game on ESPNU. but despite
70 points per game this season, the Colonel head coach still feels suides need to be made on the defenis'ivvera
e egnidn.8
"We are off to a good start and our guys do feel good about a couple of the wins we've had," Neubauer said. "We
certainly. are still a work in progress. We need constant improvement and defensively we hav•e large strides that need
to be made.
"We undeistand, just like everyone else in college basketball, if we're going to really become a
good basketball team, we have to become solid on die defensive enci, a lot like Murray State is and
we are just not therr yet, We have won some games, but we are certainly nowhere close to being
consistent on the defensive end like Murray State."
As for Thursday's primetime meeting between the two schools. defense is where the game
could be won or lost for Eastern Kentucky.
"I know Billy really. emphasizes their man-to-man defense and playing hard and being a very
good rebounding team," Neubauer said. "It shows up on tape and it shows up on their stats."
One key cog for Eastem Kentucky this year has been the play of guard/forward Justiri Stommes.
Stommes, a 6-fo(n-7, 200-pound junior is averaging 18.3 points per game, which leads the way for Eastern Kentucky.
In six games, Stommes has led the team in scoring four times, including 28 points against West Virginia Vs'esleyan, 24
against Pittsburgh, 21 against L1C Irvine and 17 against Texas-San Antonio.
Josh Taylor, a 6-6, 245-pound senior is second for EKU (13.7), while senior guard Papa Oppong is third at Q.5 points
per game. However, Oppong is tied for the lead in rebounding for the Colonels with 5.5 a game.
"Justin has improved from year to year, so he is playing the best basketball he has played right now," Neubaurer said.
"Papa has had a couple of good games here the last couple of games where he has shot the ball well and his defense has
been a key to our success here recently. where he has guarded the ball well and come up with some Orals. We .are constant
ly encouraging our guys on that end of the court and I'm very pleased to see Papa's opponent."
If there are any other issues for Neubauer, aside from his team defense, it's the development of his bench, and he says that
falls squarely on his shoulders.
"That is something thai is my job and I need to develop guys that are coming oft the bench," he said. "I don't know if this has been
the best season for me doing that. Again. it's still November, but 1 have to do a better job of developing our bench."
Neubauer highlighted the play of Cordaro Ellis, a 6-8, 231-pound sophomore forward and Dayvon Ellis, a 6-0, 178-pound senior guard\
as being the biggest contributors in the early going.
• "We got some good minutes the other night out of Cordaro," he said. "He really played eight good first-half minutes against FIU and
played with great explosiveness and great energy. so we do need a lot of guys to contribute. We need different guys to contribute on different nights. So I am pleased with Cordaro and Dayvon Ellis."
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Justin Stommes,
named this weeks
OVC Player of the
Week, leads the
Colonels with 18.3
points per game.
Stomitza
led
FKU In
scoring
four of its six
games to date.
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OPPONENT
DATE
RESULT
Calilorma
11-9
I-. 75-70
MISSOURI ST LOUIS
11-14
W. 92-54
Coaches vs. Cancer Classic (at
Fla)
11-2C
James Madison
W. 71-43
11-22
North Carolina Central
W 84-61
Flonda International
VV. 84-71
11-23
11-28
TENNESSEE WESLEYAN W 108-49
OPPONENT
TIME
DATE
EASTERN KENTUCKY'. 6 p.m
12-3
MOREHEAD STATE'
12-5
7-3D p.m
12-12
at East Tennessee State• 3 p.m
12-15
at Louistana Tech
7 p rn
12-19
CHATTANOOGA
2 pm
12-22
at Westem Kentucky^
8p m
at SIU-E"
7pm
12-30
1-4
UT MARTIN'
7:30 m
1-7
at Tennessee State•
710 p m
1-9
at AJstin reay'e
5 p.m.
1-11
EASTERN ILLINOIS'
7 p.m.
1-14
STATE•
JACKSONIAL
pm
1-16
TENNESSEE TECH7:30 p.m.
1-21
at Eastern Illinois'
7:30 p.m.
1-23
at Southeasi Missouri'
7:45 p.m.
1-27
S1U-E
7 p.m.
1-30
at UT Martin•.
I pm
2-4
TENNESSEE STATE'
7:30 p.m.
AUSTIN PE AY•
2-6
7 30 p.m
2-11
at Tennessee Tech*"
710 p.m
Jacksormle Stale"
2-13
4.30 pm
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI' 7 p m
2-16
2-20
ESPNLI BRACKET BUSTER THA
at Morehead SW*"
2-25
7 p.m
2-k7
at Easter.n Keracky'^
6 p.m
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
OVC Toum Quarterfinals TBA
3-2
OVC Thum Semrtinals. TBA
3-5
3-6
OVC Town Champ
TBA
•--Ovc Gems
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